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Zusammenfassung
Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist die Vorstellung, Analyse und Erweiterung des 1980 von Irle in
[Irl80] vero¨ffentlichten Forward Improvement Iteration (FII) Algorithmus und a¨hnlicher Algo-
rithmen aus [BKS08], [BS06], [KS06] und [Pre10], sowie die Angabe von passenden Anwendun-
gen.
Der FII Algorithmus lo¨st Probleme des Optimalen Stoppens in diskreter Zeit, indem er in jedem
Iterationsschritt eine untere Schranke der Snell Envelope und eine untere Approximation einer
optimalen Stoppzeit ausgibt, wobei die Ausgaben gegen die Snell Envelope bzw. eine optimale
Stoppzeit konvergieren.
Die oben genannten, verwandten Algorithmen fu¨hren teilweise zusa¨tzliche Parameter fu¨r den
jeweils behandelten Spezialfall ein. Diese Arbeit zeigt auf, dass sich alle diese Algorithmen
zu einem einzigen erweiterten FII Algorithmus zusammenfassen lassen, der die zusa¨tzlichen
Parameter u¨bernimmt und bei dem die in den jeweils vorgestellten Varianten aufgezeigten
Resultate ebenfalls gelten.
Ferner wird der FII Algorithmus in dieser Arbeit (einschließlich sinnvoll u¨bertragbarer Zu-
satzparameter) auf den Markov-Fall u¨bertragen. Abgerundet wird die Arbeit von einigen nu-
merischen Beispielen und der Anwendung auf den Monotonie-Fall sowie auf ein Sekreta¨rinnen-
problem, wobei die Lo¨sungen der Spezialfa¨lle aus [Irl80] zu einer allgemeinen Lo¨sung erweitert
werden.
Abstract
The object of this thesis is the presentation, analysis and extension of the Forward Improvement
Iteration Algorithm (FII) published 1980 by Irle in [Irl80] and similar algorithms in [BKS08],
[BS06], [KS06] und [Pre10], as well as giving adequate applications.
The FII algorithm solves problems of optimal stopping in discrete time by giving a lower
approximation of the optimal stopping time and a lower bound of the Snell envelope in each
iteration step, which converge to the Snell envelope resp. optimal stopping time.
The similar algorithms already mentioned above introduced additional parameters for the spe-
cial cases they treated. This thesis shows that these algorithms can be put together into a
single extended FII algorithm, inheriting the additional parameters and results.
In this thesis the algorithm is transfered to the Markov case, also inheriting reasonable addi-
tional parameters. We finish the work with some numerical applications and an investigation
of the monotone case and a secretary problem, in which the solutions of the special cases in
[Irl80] are extended to a general solution.
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Thesis Outline
After a detailled introduction we will show necessary basics in Chapter 1 (page 14). The
algorithm with all its extensions will be presented in Chapter 2 (page 18). In Chapter 3
(page 28) and Chapter 4 (page 45) its application given finite time horizon is done and in
Chapter 5 (page 49) its application given arbitrary time horizon. The algorithm is transferred
to the Markovian case in Chapter 6 (page 62), Chapter 7 (page 67) und Chapter 8 (page 80).
Numerical examples follow in Chapter 9 (page 84). The application in the “monotone case”
is shown in Chapter 10 (page 90) and some advantages of the algorithm are shown for a best
choice problem in Chapter 11 (page 96).
Preface
At a stock exchange, not only stocks change hands, but also bets on stocks. These are called
financial products or derivatives. Quite common is the following bet: You pay a certain price
and receive the right to say stop at one of some given time points and then receive a payoff
directly depending on the current price of one or more other financial products, often plain
stocks. This bet is called a Bermudan option.
For example the payment is obtained as the amount, by which the actual price of a particular
share exceeds a predetermined value (called strike price). This is often called Bermudan call
option. Ideally it is to stop on the date on which the payment has its highest value. – But
at each time point it is unclear whether tomorrow would be an even better time point. It is
therefore necessary to find a rule, when you should stop. The highest expected payoff that a rule
can bring is accordingly the fair price of the option, but how is it determined or approximated?
Pricing
Pricing of Bermudan style derivatives on a high dimensional system of underlyings is considered
an enduring problem for the last years. Prices for such high dimensional options are difficult,
if not impossible, to compute by standard partial differential equation (PDE) methods. For
high dimensional European options a good alternative to PDEs is Monte Carlo simulation.1
Nevertheless, for American options, Monte Carlo simulation is more complicated since the
(optimal) exercise boundary is usually unknown.
Various Monte Carlo algorithms for pricing American and Bermudan options have been devel-
oped and described in the literature. For a detailed and general overview we refer to [Gla03]
and [Put94] and the references therein. Many of these algorithms are related to backward
dynamic programming which comes down to a recursive representation of the Snell envelope.
They require the evaluation of high order nestings of conditional expectations.
Therefore Monte Carlo estimators for regression functions, which do not run into explosive cost
when nested several times, have been proposed by several authors.
As an alternative to backward dynamic programming, one may search for a suitable parametric
family of exercise boundaries and then maximize the solutions of the corresponding family of
1The name goes back to John von Neuman (1903-1957), who used “Monte Carlo” in 1946 as a code name for
a secret project, wherein he used these techniques. The name refers to the Monte Carlo casino in Monaco.
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boundary value problems over the parameters.
Policy Iteration – Approximations Already After the First Iteration
Another alternative to solving the backward dynamic program recursively are policy iterations.
Their main advantage is that they mend one of the main drawbacks of the backward scheme:
Assume exercise can take place at one out of k time instances. To obtain the value of the optimal
stopping problem via backward dynamic programming, we have to calculate nested conditional
expectations of the order k. The kth nested conditional expectation has to be evaluated before
any approximation of the time 0 value is possible. This prevents the use of plain Monte-
Carlo simulations for approximating the conditional expectations and requires more complicated
approximation procedures for these quantities. In contrast, policy iteration algorithms yield
already after each iteration step an improved approximation of the Snell envelope which ranges
over all exercise dates. This allows to calculate approximations of the Snell envelope of a
Markovian process via a plain Monte-Carlo simulation.
Forward Improvement Iteration
A classical method of policy iteration, which is well-known in dynamic programming, was
developed by Howard in [How60].2 Adapting this method to problems of optimal stopping yields
a method first published by Irle in [Irl80] and later called “forward improvement iteration” (FII)
(see [Irl06] and [Irl09]). The mathematical model of optimal stopping problems is considerably
less involved than the general model of dynamic programming. Hence Howard’s method has a
simple form and the optimal stopping problem can be solved by the resulting algorithm without
any restrictions on the underlying state space and distribution of the process. We will discuss
this algorithm further in this thesis.
In the method of backward induction we have to compare the actual pay-off with the pay-off
due to optimal continuation first at the last stage, then at the second-last stage and so forth
backwards in time. Instead of that the forward improvement algorithm starts with a sequence
of attainable sets and compares the pay-off at each stage with the pay-off due to stopping at
the next attainable set. Repeating this, one arrives at a sequence of sets which characterizes
an optimal stopping rule. By using stopping rules, Bender, Kolodko and Shoenmarkers have
developed a similar approach in [KS06] and [BS06].3 Some random sets appear in [KS06, part 6]
as additional parameters. We will show below that these papers describe in fact the same algo-
rithm and the same idea as already published in [Irl80], just seen from another viewpoint. We
will show the existence of a one to one correspondence between the above mentioned attainable
sets, the mentioned sequences of stopping rules and the mentioned random sets.
The central result in the above mentioned papers ([Irl80], [Irl06], [Irl09], [KS06] and [BS06]) is an
iterative construction of the Snell envelope via a sequence of attainable sets and a corresponding
sequence of stopping rules which increases to the (first) optimal stopping rule (and equivalently
to a sequence of sets and a sequence of random sets), corresponding to the optimal stopping
rule. In each iteration step we improve a whole family of stopping rules, attainable sets and
random sets. This family is denoted with (τi, Ci, Θi) where i runs through the set of exercise
dates. τi is the stopping rule for the Bermudan which is not exercised before date i. The
thus obtained sequence of stopping families naturally induces a non-decreasing sequence of
lower approximations of the Snell envelope. When looking at a model with finitely many
exercise dates, the sequence even coincides with the Snell envelope after finitely many steps:
The number of necessary steps is at most the number of exercise dates.
A canonical suboptimal exercise policy for Bermudan swaptions is: exercise as soon as the
cash-flow dominates all the Europeans ahead. This is the first iteration step of the FII algo-
2See the explanations in [BKS08, Introduction], [KS06, Part 1] and [Irl80, page 179].
3See the abstracts in [BS06] and [BKS08].
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rithm (when starting with the largest possible attainable set). The algorithm is just iterating
this policy. Schoenmakers states that even the first iteration is usually “already not far from
optimal”. Due to its special nature the FII algorithm gives usually good results with only very
few iterations.4
Continuous Time
The whole analysis is based on a discrete set of exercise dates, but since a continuous time
American option may be approximated by a Bermudan option with a fine grid of exercise
dates, one may in principle apply the method as well.
Infinite Time Horizon
In [KS06] it was depicted that the therein shown algorithm for a finite set of exercise dates
can be used for an perpetual discrete optimal stopping problem by approximation through
instances with a finite set of exercise dates. But this is not necessary! Irle highlighted already
in [Irl80] that the procedure has the advantage that problems with infinite time horizon can
be treated directly and easily. Clearly, most of the proofs in [KS06] and [BS06] are based on
backward induction which cannot be transferred to problems of infinite time-horizon. Other
techniques are necessary, the framework for these was developed in [Irl80] and further developed
and explained in [Irl06] and [Irl09].
Window Parameter
Irle used a window parameter implicitly set to one for the algorithm when describing it in
[Irl80]. Bender and Schoenmakers used a similar parameter, which in their work [BS06] is set
to the number of time-steps. In [KS06] Kolodko and Schoenmakers explicitly mentioned this
window parameter, called it κ and examined its influence for the finite case on the first iteration
step. We will show for all iteration steps that in the finite case a larger κ is at least as good as
using a smaller one. We will show empirically that a small κ around 4 increases the speed of
the algorithm (when using linear equations). We will examine the influence of κ for the infinite
case and show that the choice does not change the convergence results formerly shown by Irle.
The window parameter is roughly spoken the number of time points we look ahead in each
iteration step to improve our results:
For each iteration of the algorithm step we fix some window parameter k. Let l be the minimum
of k and the number of remaining time points ahead. We look l time points ahead in this
manner: We compare the current pay-off with the expected pay-off when we do not use the
next 1, 2, 3, ... l exercise possibilities and stop then according to the best stopping rule we
have calculated until now. The window parameter k is the maximal number of time points we
look ahead. It may be chosen differently in each step and may even depend on the foregoing
iteration step.
Scenario Selection Method
In principle, the forward improvement iteration algorithm can be started with a very simple
input policy like “exercise immediately”. Given today’s computer power however, more than
one degree of nesting conditional expectations is virtually impossible (when using Monte Carlo).
This means that in practice only one step of the algorithm can be carried out.5 Therefore, the
choice of the input stopping family is important.
The basic idea is as follows: Suppose the holder of the option has some pre-information, for
example he knows good closed form approximations of the price for the corresponding European
options due to their availability in the literature for practically all relevant options. So the
investor may rule out some scenarios, at which an optimal strategy cannot exercise, by the
4See [KS06, Introduction] and [Irl09, Introduction].
5See [BKS08, Introduction].
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pre-information. Then the policy improvement is run only at the remaining time points. The
set of remaining time points depends on the state of the underlying system, thus we do not
simply reduce to an other option with less exercise dates.
This scenario selection method has already been described in [Irl80] and the subsequent papers
of Irle and was depicted in [BKS08, part 3] in a slightly different formulation. We will show
their equivalence.
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1 Setting and Definitions
1.1 Conventions
• If we introduce a new term, we write it in bold letters.
• If we introduce a new variable for permanent use in this thesis, we write it in bold letters.
• We write just a for families paiqiPI with index set I, wherever I is obvious by the context.
1.2 Setting
Let us consider the following general situation for a problem of optimal stopping. We start
with some probability space pΩ,A, P q and a filtration pAnq0¤n 8 with A0 being trivial and
an adapted real-valued stochastic process pXnq0¤n 8, such that Xn is integrable1 for all n P N0
and X8  lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
Xk. Define XN : pXnq0¤n¤N for all N P N0 Y t8u.
1.3 Definition and Remark: Stopping Rule and Snell Envelope
A stopping rule is a mapping τ : Ω ÝÑ N0 Y t8u satisfying tτ  nu P An for all n P N0. Let
S denote the set of all stopping rules. Some subsets of the set of all stopping rules will be of
special interest. So define for all n P N0
S8n :
 
τ P S ; n ¤ τ ¤ 8, E  Xτ    8( ,
Sbn : tτ P S ; D N P N0 n ¤ τ ¤ Nu ,
Sn :
 
τ P S ; n ¤ τ   8, E  X τ    8 or E  Xτ    8( ,
Sn :
 
τ P S ; n ¤ τ   8, E  Xτ    8( ,
and for all n,N P N0 with n ¤ N define
SNn : tτ P S ; n ¤ τ ¤ Nu .
The definition of S8n is already done above and slightly different.
We have
Sbn 
¤
nPN0
SNn .(1.3.1)
Distinguishing different sets of stopping rules in the finite case (meaning N is finite) is not
necessary due to the fact that for all N P N0, n P N0 with n ¤ N and for all τ P SNn the random
variable Xτ is integrable, as we will show in Lemma 1.4 (page 15) below.
Furthermore define for all N P N0 Y t8u the process Y N  pY N,nq0¤n¤N by
Y N,n : esssup
 
E pXτ |Anq ; τ P SNn
(
for all n P N0 with n ¤ N,
often called Snell envelope of XN named after James Laurie Snell (born January 15, 1915),
a student of Joseph Leo Doob (1910-2004), due to the article [Sne52] he published in 1952.
1See the Appendix for some common definitions.
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1.4 Lemma: Integrability
Xτ is integrable for all τ P Sb0,(1.4.1)
sup
mPN0
|Xσm | is integrable for all σ P
 SNn N for all N,n P N0 with n ¤ N   8(1.4.2)
Proof: Let n P N0. Due to Formula (1.3.1) (page 14) it suffices to concentrate on SNn for some
N P N0 instead of examining Sb0 to prove (1.4.1). Hence consider N P N0 with n ¤ N   8. For
all l P N0 with l ¤ N we have |Xl| integrable by Setting 1.2 (page 14). Define W :
°N
l0 |Xl|.
As a sum of integrable random variables W is integrable. Since
|Xτ | ¤ max t|Xl| ; 0 ¤ l ¤ Nu ¤
N¸
l0
|Xl| W for all τ P SNn ,(1.4.3)
we have the integrability in (1.4.1).
For all m P N0 we have |Xσm | ¤W by (1.4.3) and thus
0 ¤ sup t|Xσm | ; m P N0u ¤W,
hence we have the integrability in (1.4.2).
1.5 Theorem: Snell Envelope
We have for all n P N0
Y 8,n  esssup tE pXτ |Anq ; τ P S8n u
 esssup tE pXτ |Anq ; τ P Snu
 esssup
 
E pXτ |Anq ; τ P Sn
(
and these essential suprema are not enlarged by allowing “randomized” stopping rules.
For all N P N0 and under certain assumptions also for N  8 the process Y N is the smallest
XN -dominating supermartingale.
Proof: See for example [CRS71, pp. 42, 63, 78 for definitions and pp. 63, 80, 81 for results]
and [CRS71, p.111,th.5.3]. Beware the different naming of the variables: Sn ﬂ C8n , S8n ﬂ Cn,
Sn ﬂ Cn .
1.6 Theorem: Convergence of the Snell Envelope
We have convergence of the Snell Envelope in the sense of
Y 8,n  lim
NÑ8
Y N,n  esssup
!
E pXτ |Anq ; τ P Sbn
)
for all n P N0,
if one of the following conditions is true:
paq Xn ¥ 0 for all n P N0 Y t8u ,
pbq pXnq
 ¤W for all n P N0 Y t8u for some integrable random variable W ¥ 0,
pcq ppXnq
qnPN0 is uniformly integrable
pdq lim
nÑ8
»
tτ¡nu
pXnq
dP  0 for all τ P S0,
peq lim inf
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
»
tτ¡ku
p lim
NÑ8
Y N,kq
dP  0 for all τ P S0,
Remark: We have (a) ùñ (b), (b) ùñ (c), (c) ùñ (d), (d) ùñ (e).
Proof: A proof can be found in [CRS71, p. 68-70].
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1.7 Theorem: Backward Dynamic Programming of the Snell
Envelope
For finite N the Snell envelope Y N can be constructed by backward dynamic programming as
follows: At the last exercise date N define
Y N,N : XN ,
and for all n P N0 with n   N and Y N,n 1 already defined set
Y N,n : max
 
Xn,E
 
Y N,n 1
An( .
Proof: A proof can be found in [Irl02, pp. 92-95].
1.8 Convention
For being able to write about the finite and infinite case simultaneously we often use the
expression
2n   N   12,
by assuming 8  1 : 8 it is equivalent to
2n ¤ N for finite N and n   8 for N  82.
1.9 Convention: Fixed N
Fix some N P N0Yt8u. Nearly all of the following variables depend on N . For brevity we will
often abstain from showing this dependency by writing N as an index. So we write for example
Y

n for Y N,n.
1.10 Definition: (Consistent) N -Suitable Family of Stopping Rules
An N-suitable family of stopping rules is a family
τ  pτnq0¤n N 1 with τn P SNn for all n P N0 with n   N   1.
Using a definition introduced in [BKS08, def. 3.1]
it is called consistent iff
tτn ¡ nu  tτn  τn 1u for all n P N0 with n   N,
hence (since τn 1 ¥ n  1) iff
tτn ¡ nu  tτn  τn 1u for all n P N0 with n   N.
Define the set of all consistent N -suitable families of stopping rules by
T :  pτnq0¤n N 1 ; @ 0 ¤ n   N   1 τn P SNn ,@ 0 ¤ n   N tτn ¡ nu  tτn  τn 1u( .
1.11 Definition: Optimal
Consider pS  S and n P N0 with n   N   1.
Any τ P S is called optimal in pS X SNn iff
τ P pS X SNn and E pXτ |Anq  esssup!E pXσ|Anq ; σ P pS X SNn ) .
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Hence a τ P S is optimal in SNn iff
τ P SNn and E pXτ |Anq  Y n .
Any τ P T is called optimal in pS iff
τn is optimal in pS X SNn for all n P N0 with n   N   1,
and called optimal iff
τn is optimal in SNn for all n P N0 with n   N   1.
Hence not mentioning pS is a shortcut if pS  S.
1.12 Lemma: Consistent, Optimal
• Each optimal N -suitable family of stopping rules is consistent.
• For all τ P T we have
τn ¤ τn 1
for all n P N0 with n   N .
• For all τ P T and ω P Ω the sequence pτnpωqqnPN0 is non-decreasing and piecewise constant
in the following sense. For all n P N0 with n   N we have:
If τnpωq   8 then there is a minimal m  mpωq P N0 such that we have
τnpωq  τn kpωq  τn mpωq  n m for all k P N0 with k   m.
If τnpωq  8 then τn kpωq  8 for all k P N0.
Proof: This follows easily by induction from the definition of T in Definition 1.11 (page 16).
1.13 Definition and Theorem:
First and Last Optimal N -Suitable Family of Stopping Rules
Define
qτ  : pqτn q0¤n N 1 : inf !n ; n ¤ i ¤ N,Y i ¤ Xi)	
0¤n N 1


inf
!
n ; n ¤ i ¤ N,Y i  Xi
)	
0¤n N 1
,
pτ  : ppτn q0¤n N 1 : N ^ inf !n ; n ¤ i ¤ N,EY i 1Ai	   Xi)	
0¤n N 1
.
• Consider finite N . Then qτ is the first and pτ the last optimal consistent N -suitable
family of stopping rules: For each optimal consistent N -suitable family of stopping rules
τ  pτnq0¤n N 1 P T and for all n P N0 with n ¤ N we haveqτn ¤ τn ¤ pτn .
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and ρ being optimal in SNn we haveqτn ¤ ρ ¤ pτn
• Consider infinite N , qτn a.s. finite for all n P N0 and EpsupnPN0 X n q   8, then qτ is the
first optimal consistent N -suitable family of stopping rules.
Proof: See for example [Nev75, pp. 120-129] and [BKS08, part 2].
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2 Forward Improvement Iteration Algorithm
The following algorithm, whose conception goes back to Howard’s policy improvement of dy-
namic programming [How60], was treated by Irle in [Irl80], [Irl06] and [Irl09] for any N and
therein called forward improvement iteration (FII). Schoenmakers et al. treated a similar algo-
rithm for finite N in [BS06], [KS06] and [BKS06] without naming it explicitly. They introduced
a window parameter κ equal throughout all iteration steps in their papers. Irle used in his
papers implicitly the window parameter one. We will assume herein a window parameter func-
tion, arbitrary chosen in each iteration step. We will call the algorithm, whenever mentioned
herein, “forward improvement iteration algorithm” and it will be presented in this section.
In Definition 2.1 (page 18) and Definition 2.2 (page 19) we will define some sets herein called
C and Z. The first is used with the same name intensively in the papers of Irle. The latter
is implicitly introduced and used in [BKS08, def. 3.1 ff.]. There is an interesting connection
between these and T , not mentioned therein, which we will call corresponding and examine it
in Definition 2.3 (page 19) and Remark 2.4 (page 20). In Definition 2.6 (page 21) we define the
term essential and examine it in Lemma 2.7 (page 21).
In Part 2.8 (page 22) we will introduce the above mentioned window parameter in detail. In
Part 2.9 (page 22) and Remark 2.10 (page 22) we discuss the other input variables of the
algorithm, the output is examined in Part 2.11 (page 23) and Remark 2.12 (page 23). In
Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) we present the algorithm, and we state that in each iteration level
the algorithm gives corresponding and convergent values in Remark 2.14 (page 25).
In Part 2.15 (page 25) we will compare the here stated algorithm with the similar algorithms
stated before in the literature. In Lemma 2.16 (page 25) we state some elementary equations
and inequalities. We define improvers in Definition 2.18 (page 26) and show their existence in
Lemma 2.17 (page 26).
We finish the chapter with the proof in Part 2.19 (page 27) that the setting of the papers of Irle
is included in the setting of this chapter and that whenever we are talking about the infinite
case the finite case is included in a natural way in Remark 2.20 (page 27).
Remember that we fixed some N with 0 ¤ N ¤ 8 in Convention 1.9 (page 16).
2.1 Definitions
Define
C : tpCnq0¤n¤N ; CN  Ω,@ 0 ¤ n   N Cn P Anu ,
and for all C P C
SpCq : tτ P S ; @ 0 ¤ n   N tτ  nu  Cnu .
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2.2 Definition:
N -suitable Adapted Random Set and Generated Family
A random set A : Ω ÝÑ Potpt0, ..., Nuq such that
N P A a.s. and
for all n P N0 with n   N the function 1Apnq is An-adapted resp. tω P Ω ; n P Apωqu P An
is called an N-suitable adapted random set.
For every N -suitable adapted random set Θ0 define
Θ : pΘnq0¤n N 1 : pΘ0 X tj ; n ¤ j ¤ Nuq0¤n N 1 ,
called the family generated by Θ0, it is a family of N -suitable adapted random sets.
Define Z as the set of the families generated by all N -suitable adapted random sets.
2.3 Definition and Theorem: Corresponding
A striking difference between the papers outlining the herein stated algorithm before ([Irl80],
[Irl06], [Irl09], [BS06], [KS06] and [BKS06]) is that each of them puts the focus on only one
of the sets C, Z and T (see Definition 1.10 (page 16)), and does not explain the connection
between them. Thereby it is not easy to see the similarities and differences of the papers.
We will show now that there is a certain one-to-one correspondence between these sets, which
conserves all important properties. We will describe below the correspondence in detail by
specifying adequate mappings.
We will say that elements of C, Z and T are corresponding, if one can be constructed from
the other by applying one of these mappings.
First we show that there is a mapping from C to Z and another one from Z to C so that their
composition in both orders is the identity on C or Z respectively.
• Consider some C P C. Define
Θ0 by Θ0pωq : tj ; 0 ¤ j ¤ N,ω P Cju for all ω P Ω
or equivalently
Θ0 :
 
j ; 0 ¤ j ¤ N, 1Cj  1
(
and further for all n P N0 with n   N   1
Θn : Θ0 X tj ; n ¤ j ¤ Nu

 
j ; n ¤ j ¤ N, 1Cj  1
(
.
Then we have Θ P Z.
• Consider some Θ P Z. Define
C : pCnq0¤n¤N
by
Cn : tω P Ω ; n P Θ0pωqu
 tω P Ω ; n P Θnpωqu for all n P N0 with n ¤ N.
Then we have C P C.
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• Now we show that their composition in both orders is the identity.
Consider some C P C. Then we have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N
tω P Ω ; n P tj ; 0 ¤ j ¤ N,ω P Cjuu  tω P Ω ; ω P Cnu  Cn.
Conversely consider some Θ P Z. Then we have for all n P N0 with n   N   1 and ω P Ω
tj ; n ¤ j ¤ N,ω P tω P Ω ; j P Θjpωquu  tj ; n ¤ j ¤ N, j P Θ0pωqu  Θnpωq.
Next we show that there is a mapping from C to T and another one from T to C so that their
composition in both orders is the identity on C or T respectively.
• Consider C P C. Define for all n P N0 with n   N   1
τn : inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1Cp  1
)
.
Then we have τ P T .
• Consider τ P T . Define CN : Ω and for all n P N0 with n   N
Cn : tτn  nu .
Then we have C P C.
• Now we show that their composition in both orders is the identity.
Consider some C P C. We have CN  Ω and for all n P N0 with n   N!
n  inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1Cp  1
))

 
ω P Ω ; n  inf
 
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ ω P Cp
((
 Cn.
Conversely consider τ P T . Let n P N0 with n   N   1. Let ω P Ω.
If N  8 we may have τnpωq  8. Then it follows by definition of T , that τppωq  8
for all p P N with n ¤ p, hence
inf
 
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 tτppu  1
(
pωq  8  τnpωq.
Otherwise there is due to Lemma 1.12 (page 17) a minimal m P N0 so that we have
τnpωq  τn kpωq  τn mpωq  n m
for all k P N0 with k   m, hence
τnpωq  τn mpωq  n m  inf tp ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ τppωq  pu
 inf
 
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 tτppu  1
(
pωq.
2.4 Remark: Corresponding
Consider some τ P T and C P C corresponding. Then we have τ P SpCq.
2.5 Definition: Corresponding To
In the sequel the condition “corresponding” will be too strong several times. So we define a
relaxation of that condition: For each τ P T , C P C and n P N0 define
τn corresponding to C
iff
τn  inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1Cp  1
)
.
Consider some τ P T and C P C.
They are corresponding iff τn is corresponding to C for each n P N0 with n   N   1.
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2.6 Definition and Remark: Essential
We will consider the general algorithm termination in Theorem 5.11 (page 57). We get better
results if the initial parameters have a special type, which we will call essential. This is consid-
ered in Conclusion 5.13 (page 61). If the time horizon is finite and the initial parameters are of
the most simple nature, there is again a small improvement. This is considered in Theorem 3.14
(page 39).
The special type of being “essential” mentioned above was first defined in [BKS08, part 3.1 ff.],
therein only for elements of Z and called “a-priori-set”. We will enlarge the definition to the
corresponding elements of C and T .
• C P C is called essential if there is an optimal σ P T such, that
for all n P N0 with n   N   1 we have σn P SpCq.
• Θ P Z is called essential if there is an optimal σ P T such, that
for all n P N0 with n   N   1 σn P Θ a.s., meaning P ptω P Ω ; σnpωq P Θpωquq  1.
• τ P T is called essential if there is an optimal σ P T such, that
for all n P N0 with n   N   1 tσn  nu  tτn  nu.
• Consider corresponding C P C, Θ P Z and τ P T . Then each or none of them is essential.
• τ P T is essential if there is an optimal σ P T with τ ¤ σ point-wise (meaning τn ¤ σn
for all n P N0 with n   N   1). The following Lemma 2.7 (page 21) will show this.
2.7 Lemma: Elements of T compared
For all σ, τ P T we have the equivalence of the following assertions:
• tσn  nu  tτn  nu for all n P N0 with n   N   1,
• σn ¥ τn for all n P N0 with n   N   1.
Proof:
Given the second assertion, the first follows instantaneously.
Consider the first assertion is true.
Let n P N0 with n   N   1.
We will prove σn ¥ τn separately on tτn  8u and tτn   8u.
First let ω P tτn  8u and assume ω R tσn  8u. Due to Lemma 1.12 (page 17) there is m P N0
with
σnpωq  σn mpωq  n m.
Since tσn m  n mu  tτn m  n mu it follows τn mpωq  n  m. Furthermore we have
τn mpωq ¥ τnpωq due to Lemma 1.12 (page 17). Hence n   m  σn mpωq ¥ τnpωq  8, a
contradiction. So we have σn ¥ τn on tτn  8u.
Due to Lemma 1.12 (page 17) we have
tτn   8u 
¤
mPN0

tτn m  n mu X
n m1£
kn
tτk ¡ ku

.
So it suffices to show by induction for all m P N0
σn ¥ τn on tτn m  n mu X
n m1£
kn
tτk ¡ ku .
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For m  0 the assertion is true, since tσn  nu  tτn  nu implies σn ¥ τn on tτn  nu.
Now consider it is true for some m P N0. Then we have
σn  σn m 1  τn m 1  τn on tτn m 1  n m  1u X tτn m ¡ n mu X
n m1£
kn
tτk ¡ ku .
Hence it is true for m  1. So we proved σn ¥ τn on tτn   8u.
2.8 The Window Parameter
For each iteration of the algorithm step we fix some window parameter k. Let l be the minimum
of k and the number of remaining time points ahead. We look l time points ahead in this
manner: We compare the current pay-off with the expected pay-off when we do not use the
next 1, 2, 3, ... l exercise possibilities and stop then according to the best stopping rule we have
calculated until now. The window parameter k is the maximal number of time points we look
ahead. It may be chosen differently in each step, so we therefore define a window parameter
function
κ : N ÝÑ NY t8u
as described at the beginning of this chapter, for example κ  1 or κ  N .
Instead of fixing κ in advance, it is possible to choose κpm  1q dependent of the results of the
first m iterations before doing the pm 1qth iteration. We do not examine this within this thesis
because the “goodness” of the choice of κ depends strongly on the individual problem and the
individual technique of calculating or approximating the involved conditional expectations.
2.9 Input for FII Algorithm
The FII Algorithm has this input parameters:
• the probability space pΩ,A, P q with filtration pAnq0¤n 8 described in Setting 1.2 (page 14),
• the process pXnq0¤n 8 described in Setting 1.2 (page 14),
• a window parameter function κ described in Part 2.8 (page 22).
• initial parameters Cp0q P C and Θp0q P Z corresponding, and τ p0q P T .1
2.10 Remark: Input for FII Algorithm
The canonical initializing is done by setting
τ p0qn  n,C
p0q
n  Ω and Θ
p0q
n  ti ; n ¤ i ¤ Nu for all n P N0 with n   N   1
and if N  8 also Cp0q8 : Ω.
When using any other Cp0q the canonical definition for Θp0q and τ p0q is choosing them corre-
sponding by the mappings in Definition 2.3 (page 19).
1The idea of starting with some consistent family of stopping rules independently of choosing Cp0q has been
done first in [KS06, p. 34]. There it was done only for Cp0q  Ω and finite N .
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2.11 Output of FII Algorithm
In Part 2.13 (page 24) we describe how the algorithm is calculating the output. Here we show
which form it has and in Remark 2.12 (page 23) we remark their meaning and sense.
The final output of the FII Algorithm is the tuple
Y p8q, τ p8q,Θp8q, Cp8q
	
with
Y p8q 

Y p8qn
	
0¤n N 1
,
τ p8q 

τ p8qn
	
0¤n N 1
,
Θp8q 

Θp8qn
	
0¤n¤N
,
Cp8q 

Cp8qn
	
0¤n¤N
.
This is done by constructing iterative an approximation. In the mth iteration step (m P N0)
the interim output of the FII Algorithm is the tuple
Y pmq, rY pmq, pY pmq, τ pmq, pτ pmq,Θpmq, pΘpmq, Cpmq, pCpmq	
with τ pmq, pτ pmq, Y pmq, rY pmq, pY pmq being of the form τ pmq  τ pmqn 	
0¤n N 1
,
and Θpmq, pΘpmq, Cpmq, pCpmq of the form Θpmq  Θpmqn 	
0¤n¤N
.
2.12 Remarks: Output of FII Algorithm
• Given later discussed conditions for every m P N the variable Y pmq is a lower approxima-
tion of the process Y  as shown below.
• τ pmq is a lower approximation of an (early) optimal stopping family. Under certain con-
ditions it is even a lower approximation of qτ, the first optimal stopping family (see
Theorem 3.14 (page 39)).
τ pmq, Cpmq and Θpmq are corresponding, hence each can be constructed from the other.
They are just three different display forms of the same thing. Storing any of these three
variables is enough to perform the next iteration step.
• pCpmq, pΘpmq, pτ pmq are also corresponding and hence three different display forms of the
same thing. In the finite case (for N finite) we will show in Theorem 3.8 (page 36) that
each stopping rule between τ pm 1q and pτ pm 1q is an “improvement” of τ pmq. For getting
an approximation of an stopping rule as small as possible we concentrate on the variables
without hat.
• rY pmq and pY pmq are auxiliary variables to construct the others.
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2.13 Performing FII Algorithm
The calculation within the FII Algorithm is done this way:
• Initializing Step (m  0): Set pτ p0q : τ p0q, pCp0q : Cp0q, pΘp0q : Θp0q,
and for all n P N0 with n   N   1 set
Y p0qn : E

X
τ
p0q
n
An	 and rY p0qn : pY p0qn : 0.
• Iteration Step (m ¡ 0): Suppose that for some m P N0 the above mentioned tuple is
constructed, then define for all n P N0 with n   N   1pY pm 1qn : sup!EXτ pmqp An	 ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1)
 sup
!
E

Y pmqp
An	 ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1) ,rY pm 1qn : sup!EXτ pmqp An	 ; n ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1)
 sup
!
E

Y pmqp
An	 ; n ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1) ,
pCpm 1qn : pCpmqn X !pY pm 1qn   Xn)
 pCpmqn X£!!EXτ pmqp An	 ¤ Xn) ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1) ,
Cpm 1qn : C
pmq
n X
!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)
 Cpmqn X
£!!
E

X
τ
pmq
p
An	 ¤ Xn) ; n ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1) ,
Θpm 1qn :
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1
C
pm 1q
p
 1
)
 Θpm 1q0 X tp ; n ¤ p ¤ Nu ,pΘpm 1qn : !p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 pCpm 1qp  1)  pΘpm 1q0 X tp ; n ¤ p ¤ Nu ,
τ pm 1qn : inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1
C
pm 1q
p
 1
)
 inf Θpm 1q0 X tp ; n ¤ p ¤ Nu
 inf Θpm 1qn ,pτ pm 1qn : inf !p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 pCpm 1qp  1)  inf pΘpm 1q0 X tp ; n ¤ p ¤ Nu
 inf pΘpm 1qn ,
Y pm 1qn : E

X
τ
pm 1q
n
An	 ,
and if N  8, then define pCpm 1q8 : Cpm 1q8 : Ω and Θpm 1q8 : pΘpm 1q8 : t8u as well.
• Final step (m  8): Suppose that for all m P N0 the above mentioned tuple is con-
structed. Define for all n P N0 with n   N   1
Cp8qn :
£
mPN0
Cpmqn ,
Θp8qn :
£
mPN0
Θpmqn ,
τ p8qn : sup
mPN
τ pmqn ,
Y p8qn : sup
mPN0
Y pmqn
and if N  8 define Cp8q8 : Ω and Θ
pm 1q
8 : t8u as well.
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2.14 Remarks: Performing FII Algorithm
• For all m P N we have Cpmq P C, Θpmq P Z, and τ pmq P T and they are corresponding.
• For all n P N0 with n ¤ N we have Cpqn , Θpqn non-increasing and τ pqn non-decreasing.
• For all m P N we have pCpmq P C, pΘpmq P Z, and pτ pmq P T and they are corresponding.
• For all n P N0 with n ¤ N we have
τ p8qn  inf
!
p ; n ¤ p   N   1^ 1
C
p8q
p
 1
)
P SpCp8qq.
2.15 Comparison with the Literature
There are some algorithms being similar to the one above suggested in the literature before.
The variables therein examined in each step belong to those described in Part 2.11 (page 23).
The variables pY , pC, pΘ, and pτ only appear explicitly in [BS06, part 3.2 et seqq.]. The algorithm
suggested in [Irl80, p. 180], [Irl06, pp. 102-103] and [Irl09] omits mentioning κ, Θ, Y and rY
explicitly. The algorithm suggested in [KS06, pp. 31-35,42] omits mentioning C explicitly, and
a Θ very similar to ours appears therein in part six et seqq. The algorithm in [BKS08] omits
mentioning κ and instead of examining Θ it just has a look at Θ0, named A therein. Irle has a
look at the infinite time horizon in his above mentioned papers, while the others focus on finite
time horizon.
In the following lemma we collect elementary facts which we will use several times in the
subsequent lemmas and theorems. Some of them are used implicitly here and there in [BS06,
part 3.2, lemma 3.3].
2.16 Lemma: Elementary Equations and Inequalities
For all n P N0 with n   N   1 and for all m P N0 we have
rY pm 1qn  max!Y pmqn , pY pm 1qn )
 max
!
E

X
τ
pmq
n
An	 , pY pm 1qn )
 1!
τ
pmq
n ¡n
) pY pm 1qn   1!τ pmqn n) max!pY pm 1qn , Xn)(2.16.1)
¥ pY pm 1qn ,(2.16.2)
!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)  !pY pm 1qn ¤ Xn) ,(2.16.3)
Cpm 1qn C
pmq
n X
!pY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)
Cpmqn X
£!!
E

X
τ
pmq
p
An	 ¤ Xn) ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1) ,(2.16.4)
E
rY pmqn An1	 ¥ pY pmqn1 .(2.16.5)
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Proof:
• (2.16.1) follows due to the consistency of τ pmq defined in Definition 1.10 (page 16),!
τ pmqn ¡ n
)

!
τ pmqn  τ
pmq
n 1
)
for all n P N0 with n   N,
by the definitions above and properties of conditional expectations.
• (2.16.3) follows by (2.16.1).
• (2.16.4) is just a combination of the underlying definitions and (2.16.3).
• For (2.16.5) have a look at the definitions.
In Definition 2.18 (page 26) we will define “improver”. To justify the definition we first state
a lemma to show the existence of improvers. The idea of this definition comes from [BS06,
definition 3.5].
2.17 Lemma: Existence of Improvers
For all m P N0 and for all n P N0 with n   N   1 we havepCpmqn  Cpmqn ,pΘpmqn  Θpmqn ,
τ pmqn ¤ pτ pmqn .
Proof: Assume n P N0 with n   N   1.
Proof of the first statement by induction over m:
It is true for m  0 by definition.
Suppose it is true for some m P N0. We have!pY pm 1qn   Xn)  !pY pm 1qn ¤ Xn) 2.16.3 !rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn) .
Hence it follows
Cpm 1qn
def.

!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cpmqn  !pY pm 1qn   Xn)X pCpmqn def. pCpm 1qn .
The other statements are true since for all m P N we have
1 pCpm 1qp  1 ùñ 1Cpm 1qp  1 for all n ¤ p ¤ N,
hence
Θpmqn
def.

!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1
C
pm 1q
p
 1
)

!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 pCpm 1qp  1
)
def.
 pΘpmqn
and
τ pmqn
def.
 inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1
C
pmq
p
 1
)
¤ inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1 pCpmqp  1
)
def.
 pτ pmqn .
2.18 Definition: Improver
Consider m P N and σ P T .
σ is called improver of τ pmq iff
τ pm 1qn ¤ σn ¤ pτ pm 1qn for all n P N0 with n   N   1.
Accordingly the term improver is defined for elements of C and Z.
Remark: By Lemma 2.17 (page 26) τ pm 1q and pτ pm 1q are improvers of τ pmq.
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2.19 Setting of [Irl80] included
If N  8 and κ  1, then for all m P N0 and for all n P N0 we have
Cpm 1qn 
"
E

X
τ
pmq
n 1
An
 ¤ Xn*X Cpmqn .
Comment: Hence the algorithm of [Irl80] is included in the above described wider setting.
Proof: Consider N  8, κ  1, m P N0 and n P N0.
Then we have
pY pm 1qn  EXτ pmqn 1
An
 ,
rY pm 1qn  sup"EXτ pmqn 1
An
 ,EXτ pmqn An	
*
.
By Lemma 2.16 (page 25) we have!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)  "EXτ pmqn 1
An
 ¤ Xn* ,
hence
Cpm 1qn 
!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cpmqn  "EXτ pmqn 1
An
 ¤ Xn*X Cpmqn .
2.20 Remark: Infinite Case Includes Finite Case
The case N   8 is of course part of the infinite case by setting XN n : XN for all n P N.
Obviously it follows X8  XN .
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3 Finite Time Horizon
In this chapter as well as in Section 5 (page 49) we examine further the behaviour of the output
variables of our algorithm in dependence of the input variables. In particular we examine under
which conditions the terminal output of FII algorithm is optimal in some manner. In this
chapter we concentrate on the case of finite time horizon, while we will examine the general
case in Section 5 (page 49).
In the first lemmas and theorems we state some fundamental results, we use later. In Remark 3.9
(page 37) and Theorem 3.10 (page 37) we show that τ pmq is an increasing sequence which is
(under weak conditions) lower than each optimal family of stopping times (of a certain class).
Theorem 3.14 (page 39) and Theorem 3.18 (page 42) examine the algorithm termination. In
Remark 3.15 (page 41) we have a look at an idea of [BKS08, Proposition 3.4] for making
generalisations of these results, but we can show by Example 3.16 (page 41) and Example 3.17
(page 41), that this idea is not viable. In Theorem 3.21 (page 44) we show that with increasing
κ the number of iterations decreases.
For the whole chapter consider finite time horizon, hence finite N . This finite case has been
considered in [KS06] intensively, but always with Cp0q  Ω, since this parameter was not used
explicitly. In this chapter we will remove this restriction. We will show that relaxing it to
τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding is generally possible; for several assertions even this can often be
relaxed to the assumption, that τ p0qn is corresponding to Cp0q for several n.
In the following lemma we collect elementary facts we will use several times in the subsequent
lemmas and theorems. Some of them are used implicitly here and there in [BS06, part 3.2] in
the more simple form of Cp0q  Ω.
3.1 Theorem: Equations and Inequalities
We have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N
Xn  Y
p0q
n on
!
τ p0qn  n
)
,(3.1.1)
rY p1qn  max!pY p1qn , Xn)  max!pY p1qn , Y p0qn ) on !τ p0qn  n) ,(3.1.2)
Xn   rY p1qn  pY p1qn on Cp0qn zCp1qn ,(3.1.3) pY p1qn  rY p1qn on !τ p0qn ¡ n)Y Cp0qn zCp1qn ,(3.1.4)
Xn  Y
p0q
n  rY p1qn ¥ pY p1qn on !τ p0qn  n)X Cp1qn .(3.1.5)
For all m P N0 and n P N0 with n ¤ N with τ
pmq
n corresponding to Cpmq we have
Xn  Y
pmq
n on C
pmq
n ,(3.1.6) rY pm 1qn  max!pY pm 1qn , Xn)  max!pY pm 1qn , Y pmqn ) on Cpmqn ,(3.1.7)
Xn  Y
pmq
n   rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on Cpmqn z Cpm 1qn ,(3.1.8) rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on Cpm 1qn 	c ,(3.1.9)
Xn  Y
pmq
n  rY pm 1qn ¥ pY pm 1qn on Cpm 1qn .(3.1.10)
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Proof: Consider n P N0 with n ¤ N , m P N0. We will prove
Xn  Y
pmq
n on
!
τ pmqn  n
)
,(3.1.11)
rY pm 1qn  max!pY pm 1qn , Xn) on !τ pmqn  n) ,(3.1.12)
Xn   rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on Cpmqn z Cpm 1qn ,(3.1.13) rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on !τ pmqn ¡ n) Y Cpmqn zCpm 1qn ,(3.1.14)
Xn  Y
pmq
n  rY pm 1qn ¥ pY pm 1qn on !τ pmqn  n)X Cpm 1qn .(3.1.15)
Before going into the details of the proof we shortly show the consequences:
The equations (3.1.1) to (3.1.5) are evident.
If τ pmqn is corresponding to Cpmq, we have
Cpm 1qn  C
pmq
n ,
!
τ pmqn  n
)
 Cpmqn and
!
τ pmqn ¡ n
)


Cpmqn
	c
,
whereby equations (3.1.6), (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) instantly follow, and we have (3.1.9) due to!
τ pmqn ¡ n
)
Y Cpmqn zC
pm 1q
n 

Cpmqn
	c
Y Cpmqn zC
pm 1q
n 

Cpm 1qn
	c
and (3.1.10) due to !
τ pmqn  n
)
X Cpm 1qn  C
pmq
n X C
pm 1q
n  C
pm 1q
n .
We have by the definitions in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24)
τ pm 1qn
def
 inf
!
p ; n ¤ p   N   1, 1
C
pm 1q
p
 1
)
,(3.1.16)
Cpm 1qn
def

!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cpmqn ,(3.1.17)
Y pmqn
def
 E

X
τ
pmq
n
An	 .(3.1.18)
Proof of (3.1.11):
By properties of conditional expectations we have!
τ pmqn  n
)

!
Y pmqn  Xn
)
.
Proof of (3.1.12):
This follows by Lemma 2.16 (page 25).
Proof of (3.1.13):
We have !
τ pm 1qn ¡ n
)
X Cpmqn


Cpm 1qn
	c
X Cpmqn by (3.1.16)

!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cpmqn 	c X Cpmqn by (3.1.17)

!rY pm 1qn ¡ Xn)X Cpmqn 	Y Cpmqn 	c X Cpmqn 	

!rY pm 1qn ¡ Xn)X Cpmqn YØ

!rY pm 1qn ¡ Xn) .
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So we have
Xn   rY pm 1qn 2.16¤ max!Xn, pY pm 1qn ) on Cpm 1qn 	c X Cpmqn .
and thus
Xn   rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on Cpm 1qn 	c X Cpmqn  Cpmqn zCpm 1qn .
Proof of (3.1.14):
By Lemma 2.16 (page 25) we have
rY pm 1qn  pY pm 1qn on !τ pmqn ¡ n) .(3.1.19)
(3.1.14) is a combination of this fact with (3.1.13).
Proof of (3.1.15):
We have !
τ pm 1qn  n
)
 Cpm 1qn by (3.1.16)

!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cpmqn by (3.1.17)
triv.

!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn) .(3.1.20)
By definition in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) we have
rY pm 1qn ¥ Y pmqn .(3.1.21)
So we have
Xn
(3.1.20)
¥ rY pm 1qn (3.1.21)¥ Y pmqn (3.1.11) Xn on Cpm 1qn X !τ pmqn  n) .
Equality everywhere follows and thus
max
!pY pm 1qn , Xn) (3.1.12) rY pm 1qn  Y pmqn  Xn on Cpm 1qn X !τ pmqn  n) .
So we have pY pm 1qn ¤ rY pm 1qn  Y pmqn  Xn on Cpm 1qn X !τ pmqn  n) .
In the sequel we will show that our algorithm gives improved results in every step. We start with
a look at the first iteration step and its specialties in the next lemma, Lemma 3.2 (page 30),
and then proceed with the other steps in Theorem 3.3 (page 31) and therein also give an
improvement for the first step under some conditions.
3.2 Lemma
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N we have
rY p1qn ¤ Y p1qn on !τ p0qn ¡ n)Y Cp0qn
and
Xn ¤ Y
p1q
n on C
p0q
n .
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Proof: Consider n P N0 with n ¤ N .
We have
rY p1qn def.¤ Xn  Y p1qn on Cp1qn  !τ p1qn  n) ,
Xn
(3.1.3)
  rY p1qn (3.1.3) pY p1qn on Cp0qn z Cp1qn ,
pY p1qn (3.1.4) rY p1qn on !τ p0qn ¡ n) Y Cp0qn zCp1qn .
Consider some n P N0 with n   N  1 so that rY p1qn 1 ¤ Y p1qn 1. Then we have
pY p1qn (3.3.2)¤ Y p1qn on Cp1qn 	c ,!
τ p0qn ¡ n
)
Y Cp0qn zC
p1q
n
	
X

Cp1qn
	c

!
τ p0qn ¡ n
)
Y Cp0qn
	
X

Cp1qn
	c
and thus follows
rY p1qn 3.1 pY p1qn (3.3.2)¤ Y p1qn on !τ p0qn ¡ n) Y Cp0qn 	X Cp1qn 	c  !τ p0qn ¡ n)Y Cp0qn .
Lemma 3.2 (page 30) above can be generalized: We state and prove here a theorem and a
conclusion for arbitrary Cp0q, which has been proved for Cp0q  Ω in [KS06, pp. 32-35]. We
will generalize this theorem again in Theorem 3.8 (page 36) below.
3.3 Theorem
• For all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N we haverY pm 1qn ¤ Y pm 1qn .
• For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
the inequality above is true for m  0.
Proof via Backward Induction over n: ...
We will proof both points at once. So consider m P N0.
We have
rY pm 1qN  EXτ pmqN AN	 and Y pm 1qN  EXτ pm 1qN AN	 and τ pmqN  N  τ pm 1qN .
Thus it follows
rY pm 1qN  EXτ pmqN AN	  E pXN |AN q  XN  E pXN |AN q  EXτ pm 1qN AN	  Y pm 1qN .
Consider some n P N0 with n   N  1 so that rY pm 1qn 1 ¤ Y pm 1qn 1 .
We have rY pm 1qn def.¤ Xn  Y pm 1qn on Cpm 1qn  !τ pm 1qn  n) .
Due to 
Cpm 1qn
	c

!
τ pm 1qn ¡ n
)

!
τ pmqn  τ
pm 1q
n 1
)
,(3.3.1)
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it follows on

C
pm 1q
n
	c
:
Y pm 1qn  E

X
τ
pm 1q
n
An	 by def.
 E

X
τ
pm 1q
n 1
An
 by (3.3.1)
 E

E

X
τ
pm 1q
n 1
An 1
An

 E

Y
pm 1q
n 1
An	 by def.
¥ E
rY pm 1qn 1 An	 by ind. ass.
¥ pY pm 1qn by 2.16.(3.3.2)
If m ¡ 0 or m  0 and τ p0qn is corresponding to Cp0q we have
rY pm 1qn (3.1.9) pY pm 1qn (3.3.2)¤ Y pm 1qn on Cpm 1qn 	c .
The following conclusion has been proved in [KS06, pp. 32-35] for Cp0q  Ω. We will expand it
to the case of general Cp0q.
3.4 Conclusion
For all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N we have
Y pmqn ¤ rY pm 1qn ¤ Y pm 1qn ¤ Y n ,rY pm 1qn ¤ rY pm 2qn ,pY pm 1qn ¤ pY pm 2qn .
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
the inequalities above are true for m  0.
Proof: Consider n P N0 with n ¤ N and m P N0. We have by definition
Y pmqn ¤ rY pm 1qn and Y pm 1qn ¤ Y n .
The proof of rY pm 1qn ¤ Y pm 1qn
is done for m ¡ 0 as well as for m  0 under the mentioned condition in Theorem 3.3 (page 31).
The next inequality follows by repeating the arguments of the first set of inequalities.
By the first set of inequalities we have Y pmqp ¤ Y
pm 1q
p for all p P N0 with n 1 ¤ p ¤ N . Hence
the last line follows by the definitions of pY in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24).
In the following example we will show that Lemma 3.2 (page 30) cannot be expanded to a
bigger subset of Ω, and that the condition of correspondency in Theorem 3.3 (page 31) and in
Formula (3.1.6) (page 28) cannot be dropped. It will also be helpful for checking that conditions
given in the following theorems are sharp.
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3.5 Example
The following example will show the possibility of
Y p1qn  pY p1qn   Xn  rY p1qn on !τ p0qn  n)X Cp0qn 	c  !τ p0qn  n)X Cp1qn 	c .
Example: Consider N P N0 Y t8u and n P N0 with n   N and a setting with
Xn, Xn 1 deterministic with Xn ¡ Xn 1,
κp0q  1,
τ
p0q
n 1  n  1,
Cp0qn 
!
τ p0qn  n
)
,
then we have
pY p1qn def sup!EXτ p0qp An	 ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Nu   1)
 sup
!
E

X
τ
p0q
p
An	 ; n  1 ¤ p   n  2)
 E

X
τ
p0q
n 1
An

def
 E pXn 1|Anq
 Xn 1
  Xn
and it follows
pY p1qn   Xn  max!Xn, pY p1qn )  rY p1qn on !τ p0qn ¡ n) Y Cp0qn 	c  !τ p0qn  n) X Cp0qn 	c  Ø.
Assume additionally
n  1   N,
Xn 2  Xn 1,
τ
p0q
n 2  n  2,
Cp0qn  C
p0q
n 1  Ω.
Then we have pY p1qn 1  Xn 2  Xn 1
and
rY p1qn def sup!EXτ p0qp An	 ; n ¤ p   min tn  κp0q, Nu   1)
def
 max
!
E

X
τ
p0q
p
An	 ; n ¤ p   n  2)
 max
"
E

X
τ
p0q
n
An	 ,EXτ p0qn 1
An
*
 max
"
Xn1!τ p0qn n
)  Xn 11!τ p0qn n 1
), Xn 1
*
 Xn1!τ p0qn n
)  Xn 11!τ p0qn n 1
),
thus rY p1qn  Xn on !τ p0qn  n) .
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We have
Cp1qn 
!rY p1qn ¤ Xn)X Cp0qn  ΩX Cp0qn  Cp0qn
and thus
C
p1q
n 1 
!rY p1qn 1 ¤ Xn)X Cp0qn 1

!rY p1qn 1 ¤ Xn)
2.16

!pY p1qn 1 ¤ Xn)
 tXn 1 ¤ Xnu
 Ω
and !
τ p1qn  n  1
)
 C
p1q
n 1zC
p1q
n 

Cp1qn
	c


Cp0qn
	c
.
Due to
Xn 1  Y
p1q
n on
!
τ p1qn  n  1
)
it follows that rY p1qn  Xn ¡ Xn 1  Y p1qn on !τ p0qn  n)X Cp0qn 	c .
3.6 Lemma
Fix some n P N0.
For all p P N and m P N0 with p ¤ m we have
Cpm 1qn 
!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cppqn ,
pCpm 1qn  !pY pm 1qn   Xn)X pCppqn .
If
τ
p0q
k is corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N,
we have for all m P N0
Cpm 1qn 
!rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cp0qn ,
pCpm 1qn  !pY pm 1qn   Xn)X Cp0qn .
Proof by Induction over m:
Fix some p P N0.
The hypothesis is trivially true for m  p by definition.
Assume it is true for some m P N0 with p ¤ m. We have by Conclusion 3.4 (page 32)rY pm 1qn ¤ rY pm 2qn ,pY pm 1qn ¤ pY pm 2qn .
Thus !rY pm 2qn ¤ Xn)  !rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn) ,!pY pm 2qn   Xn)  !pY pm 1qn   Xn) .
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So we have
Cpm 2qn
def.

!rY pm 2qn ¤ Xn)X Cpm 1qn
def.

!rY pm 2qn ¤ Xn)X !rY pm 1qn ¤ Xn)X Cppqn
def.

!rY pm 2qn ¤ Xn)X Cppqn
and
pCpm 2qn def. !pY pm 2qn   Xn)X pCpm 1qn
def.

!pY pm 2qn   Xn)X !pY pm 1qn   Xn)X pCppqn
def.

!pY pm 2qn   Xn)X pCppqn .
Due to Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) we have pCp0qn  Cp0qn .
The following theorem has been proved for the special case of
Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding
in [KS06, pp. 32-35]. Here we consider arbitrary Cp0q and τ p0q.
3.7 Theorem
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and m P N we have
Xn ¤ rY pm 1qn on Cp0qn .
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
the set of inequalities above is true for m  0.
Proof: Let m P N. Then we have
Xn
(3.1.6)
 Y p1qn on C
p1q
n ,
Xn
(3.1.3)
  rY p1qn on Cp0qn zCp1qn ,
Y p1qn
3.4
¤ rY p2qn ,
rY p1qn 3.4¤ rY p2qn ;
hence
Xn ¤ rY p2qn 3.3¤ Y p2qn 3.4¤ rY pm 1qn for all m P N.
Under the mentioned additional assumption we have
Xn
(3.1.12)
¤ rY p1qn on !τ p0qn  n)  Cp0qn .
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In Theorem 3.3 (page 31) and Theorem 3.7 (page 35) we had a look at τ pm 1q, a special improver
of τ pmq (for each m P N0). Now we will have a look at an arbitrary improver and state the same
result. This is based on an idea in [BS06, Part 3.2, Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.4].
3.8 Theorem
Consider m P N0 and σ P T being an improver of τ pmq.
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
we have rY pm 1qn ¤ E pXσn |Anq
and
Xn ¤ E pXσn |Anq on Cp0qn .
Proof of the first statement via backward induction over n: ...
We have by definition rY pm 1qN  EXτ pm 1qN AN	 ,
τ
pm 1q
N  N  σN .
So we have rY pm 1qN  XN  E pXσN |AN q .
Suppose n P N0 with n   N such that
rY pm 1qn 1 ¤ E  Xσn 1 An 1 .
Due to n ¤ τ pm 1qn ¤ σn we have
tσn  nu 
!
τ pm 1qn  n
)
 Cpm 1qn
and by properties of conditional expectations we have
tσn  nu  tE pXσn |Anq  Xnu .
Thus it follows rY pm 1qn ¤ E pXσn |Anq  Xn on tσn  nu .
We have tσn ¡ nu  tσn  σn 1u, hence on tσn ¡ nu
E pXσn |Anq  E
 
Xσn 1
An  E  E  Xσn 1 An 1An
¥ E
rY pm 1qn 1 An	 by ind.hyp.
¥ pY pm 1qn by 2.16.
On
!
τ
pmq
n ¡ n
)
we have pY pm 1qn  rY pm 1qn .
Hence we have E pXσn |Anq ¥ pY pm 1qn  rY pm 1qn on !σn ¡ n)X !τ pmqn ¡ n).
Furthermore we have!
σn ¡ n
)

!pτ pm 1qn ¡ n)   pCpm 1qn 	c 3.6 !pY pm 1qn   Xn)X Cp0qn 	c

!pY pm 1qn ¥ Xn)Y Cp0qn 	c .
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Since m ¡ 0 or τ p0qn is corresponding to Cp0q we have!
τ pmqn  n
)
 Cpmqn  C
p0q
n
and thus !
σn ¡ n
)
X
!
τ pmqn  n
)

!pY pm 1qn ¥ Xn)Y Cp0qn 	c	X Cp0qn

!pY pm 1qn ¥ Xn) .
So we have
E pXσn |Anq ¥ pY pm 1qn ¥ Xn on !σn ¡ n)X !τ pmqn  n)
and hence
E pXσn |Anq ¥ max
!
Xn, pY pm 1qn ) (3.1.12) rY pm 1qn on !σn ¡ n)X !τ pmqn  n) .
Proof of the second statement: ...
We have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N
Xn
3.7
¤ rY pm 1qn ¤ E pXσn |Anq on Cp0qn .
3.9 Remark
Consider n P N0 with n ¤ N and m P N.
Then we have
τ pmqn ¤ τ
pm 1q
n ¤ τ
p8q
n .
If
τ
p0q
k is corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
this is true for m  0 as well.
The next theorem shows that under certain conditions the limiting value of this increasing
sequence of stopping rules is smaller than certain optimal stopping rules. We shall see later
(in Theorem 3.18 (page 42)) that this limit is equal to the smalles optimal stopping rule. This
theorem was proved for Cp0q  Ω in [KS06, p. 35; Prop. 4.1], here we state it for a more
arbitrary situation.
3.10 Theorem
Consider n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N
and some optimal σ P SNn X SpCp0qq .
Then we have
τ p8qn ¤ σ.
Proof: We have
τ pmqn  inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ 1
C
pmq
p
 1
)
and due to Lemma 3.6 (page 34)
Cpmqn 
!rY pmqn ¤ Xn)X Cp0qn ,
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thus we have
τ pmqn  inf
!
p ; n ¤ p ¤ N ^ rY pmqp ¤ Xp ^ 1Cp0qp  1) .
Combined with the assumption that σ P SpCp0qq, we have due to the infimum above!rY pmqσ ¤ Xσ)  !τ pmqn ¤ σ) .
We have
Xσ  Y

σ
due to the optimality of σ and
Y σ ¥ rY pmqσ
due to the definiton of Y  in Definition 1.3 (page 14) and the definition of rY pmq in Algorithm 2.13
(page 24). Hence rY pmqσ ¤ Xσ,
which yields τ pmqn ¤ σ. This is true for all m P N, thus we have τ p8qn ¤ σ by definition.
The next lemma has been proved for the special case of Cp0q  Ω and σ  τ pm 1q via backward
induction in [KS06, p. 36; lemma 4.2] which is generalized here to an arbitrary improver σ.
3.11 Lemma
Consider m P N0, n P N0 with n ¤ N and
τ
p0q
k corresponding to C
p0q for all k P N0 with n ¤ k ¤ N.
We have for all σ P T being an improver of τ pmq
E pXσn |Anq ¥ rY pm 1qn ¥ EY pmqn 1 An	 ,
thus it follows
Y pm 1qn ¥ rY pm 1qn ¥ EY pmqn 1 An	 .
Proof: The inequality on the left side is true due to Theorem 3.8 (page 36) and Theorem 3.3
(page 31) respectively, the other one can easily be verified by a look at the definitions.
3.12 Lemma
Let σ P
 SN0 N0 non-decreasing. Then we have
lim
nÑ8
Xσn  X lim
nÑ8
σn
and
E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Aj	  lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Ajq for all j P N0.
Proof: For all n P N0 σn is valued in the discrete set t0, ..., Nu. Hence obviously
tsup tσn ; n P N0u ¤ N   8u  Ω,
which implies the first line. By Lemma 1.4 (page 15) supnPN0 |Xσn | is integrable. So domi-
nated convergence for conditional expectations shows the second assertion. (For details of this
argument see [Irl05, pp. 126, 127].)
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Now we want to generalize a statement made in [KS06, p. 36] for Cp0q  Ω. This condition can
be dropped without any change to the statement itself.
3.13 Conclusion
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N we have
Y p8qn  E

X
τ
p8q
n
An	 .
Proof: This follows directly by Lemma 3.12 (page 38) with σ  pτ pmqn qmPN0 .
Next we show that the algorithm terminates with optimal results when started with Cp0q  Ω.
A condensed proof can be found in [KS06, pp. 36-37; Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4]; we
give herein an extensive proof.
3.14 Theorem: Optimal Algorithm Termination for Cp0q  Ω
Consider Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding.
For all n P N0 with n ¤ N and m P N0 with N  n ¤ m we have
τ pmqn  τ
p8q
n  qτn ,
Y pmqn  Y
p8q
n  Y

n .
Proof: We will prove both sets of equations by backward induction over n.
The latter set of equations:
We have
τ
p0q
N  inf
!
p ; N ¤ p ¤ N, 1
C
p0q
p
 1
)
 N
and hence for all m P N0 with 0  N N ¤ m
Y
pmq
N  Y
p8q
N  Y

N  XN .
Consider some n P N0 with n   N and assume that the assertion is proved for n  1.
Then we have 1 ¤ N  n.
Consider m P N0 with N  n ¤ m, hence we have 1 ¤ m.
Due to N  pn  1q ¤ m 1 and 0 ¤ m 1 we have
Y
pm1q
n 1  Y

n 1(3.14.1)
by induction hypothesis.
Consider a consistent N -suitable family of stopping rules σ, being an improver of τ pm1q.
Since τ p0q and Cp0q are corresponding it follows
E pXσn |Anq
3.11
¥ E

Y
pm1q
n 1
An	 (3.14.1) EY n 1An	
and due to Cp0qn  Ω
E pXσn |Anq
3.8
¥ Xn.
Thus it follows
Y n ¥ E pXσn |Anq ¥ max
!
Xn,E

Y

n 1
An	) 1.7 Y n ,
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hence
Y n  E pXσn |Anq .
This is especially true for σ  τ pmq, hence we have Y n  Y
pmq
n .
So Y n  Y
pmq
n for all m P N0 with N  n ¤ m and 1   m, which implies
Y p8qn  Y

n .
The first set of equations:
For all m P N0 with 0  N N ¤ m we have
τ
pmq
N  N  qτN .
Consider n P N0 with 1 ¤ n ¤ N and suppose the assertion is proved for all j P N0 with
n ¤ j ¤ N . Consider m P N0 with N  pn  1q ¤ m, hence m ¥ 1 and m  1 ¥ N  n ¥ 0.
Then we have
C
pmq
n1 
!
Xn1 ¥ rY pmqn1)X Cp0qn1 by 3.6 and corresponding-assumption

!
Xn1 ¥ rY pmqn1) by assumption

!
Xn1 ¥ E

X
τ
pm1q
n
An1	) by definition

!
Xn1 ¥ E

Xqτn
An1	) by ind.hyp.
and by definition
Y

n1  max
!
Xn1,E

Y n
An1	)
 max
!
Xn1,E

E

Xqτn
An	An1	)
 max
!
Xn1,E

Xqτn
An1	) ,
hence
C
pmq
n1 
!
Xn1  Y

n1
)
.
This shows
C
pmq
n1 
!qτn1  n 1) .(3.14.2)
Due to Cp0qn  Ω we have by definition
C
pmq
n1 
!
τ
pmq
n1  n 1
)
and hence we have, due to τ pmq and τ being consistent,
τ
pmq
n1  1Cpmqn1
τ
pmq
n1   1ΩzCpmqn1
τ
pmq
n1
 1
C
pmq
n1
pn 1q   1
ΩzC
pmq
n1
τ pmqn
 1
C
pmq
n1
pn 1q   1
ΩzC
pmq
n1
qτn by ind.hyp.
 1
C
pmq
n1
τ

n1   1ΩzCpmqn1
qτn by (3.14.2)
 1
C
pmq
n1
τ

n1   1ΩzCpmqn1
qτn1
 qτn1.
So qτn1  τ pmqn1 on Cp0qn  Ω for all m P N0 with N  n ¤ m,
which implies
τ
p8q
n1  qτn1.
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Comment: The proof above does not work for arbitrary Cp0q, but for corresponding Cp0q and
τ p0q we get similar results, mentioned in Theorem 3.18 (page 42) and proved later in Section 5
(page 49).
3.15 Definition and Remark
Now we want to consider in parallel a second instance of the algorithm with other starting
parameters. To be able to distinguish it from our normal algorithm we will underline all
variables of the second instance twice. We choose
X :

Xn1Cp0qn
	
nPN0
, Cp0q : pΩqnPN0 , τ
p0q
n : n.
Hence τ p0q and Cp0q are corresponding and we have by Theorem 3.14 (page 39) for all n P N0
with n ¤ N and m P N0 with N  n ¤ m
τ pmqn  τ
p8q
n  qτn ,
Y pmqn  Y
p8q
n  Y

n .
In [BKS08, Proposition 3.4] it was stated without proof that, given nonnegative X and starting
with τ p0q such that τ p0qn P SpCp0qq for each n P N0 with n ¤ N , we will end up with τ p8q  qτ.
But the following examples will show that this is wrong,
as it may happen that qτ R SpCp0qq despite τ p8q P SpCp0qq.
3.16 Example
Consider N  1, X0  0, X1  0, C
p0q
0  Ø and C
p0q
1  Ω.
Then we have X  X and qτ0  0.
We will start with τ p0q such that τ p0qn P SpCp0qq for each n P N0 with n ¤ N . And we end up
with τ p8q0  1, obviously qτ0  0   1  τ p8q0 , hence τ p8q  qτ.
This example may be easily extended as follows.
3.17 Generalized Example
Consider nonnegative X and Cp0q and τ p0q such that τ p0qn P SpCp0qq for each n P N0 with n ¤ N .
Let σ be corresponding to Cp0q.
If qτ ² σ, then τ p8q  qτ.
This is indeed true if we have
P
 ¤
0¤n N
£
N¥m¥n 1
!
Xm  0
)
zCp0qn

¡ 0.
Proof: We have τ p8q  qτ ² σ ¤ τ p0q ¤ τ p8q.
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3.18 Theorem: Algorithm Termination
• If τ p0q and Cp0q are corresponding, then
τ p8q is (pointwise) smaller than each σ P T , which is optimal in SpCp0qq.
• We always have
τ p8q is optimal in SpCp0qq.
• If Cp0q is essential, we even have
τ p8q is optimal.
Proof: The first statement follows due to Theorem 3.10 (page 37).
We could not prove the latter statements by backward induction. The arguments in [BKS08]
use [BKS08, Proposition 3.4] which is not true as the examples above show. So mentioning these
results here is in anticipation of Theorem 5.11 (page 57) and Conclusion 5.13 (page 61).
Compared with Theorem 3.14 (page 39) the loss for essential Cp0q (instead of Cp0q  Ω) is
having not the smallest optimal stopping rule and the convergence speed has not to be that
fast.
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Next we examine the parameter κ. After showing by an example the influence of κ on the
number of iterations, we will prove that increasing κ does never lead to worse results. Roughly
spoken this is: A bigger κ leads to a smaller number of iterations, in doing so the effort of
calculating the iteration increases. For the first iteration step this was mentioned in [KS06,
Proposition 3.3].
3.19 Example
Consider N  12 and X  p4, 3, 6, 4, 2, 3, 1, 0, 3, 5, 3, 1q. The only optimal N-suitable family of
stopping rules is qτ  p3, 3, 3, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q. The choice of κ has big influence
on the number of iterations. Changes are shown in bold.
Given κ with
κp0q  1, κp1q  1, κp2q ¤ 2 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p1,3, 3, 04, 06, 06, 07, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3, 04, 06, 06,10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p3q  p3, 3, 3, 04,10,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p4q  p3, 3, 3,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q  1, κp1q  1, κp2q ¥ 3 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p1,3, 3, 04, 06, 06, 07, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3, 04, 06, 06,10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p3q  p3, 3, 3,10,10,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q  1, κp1q  2 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p1,3, 3, 04, 06, 06, 07, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3, 04,10,10,10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p3q  p3, 3, 3,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q P t2, 3u and κp1q ¤ 2 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p3,3, 3, 04, 06, 06,10, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3, 04,10,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p3q  p3, 3, 3,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q P t2, 3u and κp1q ¥ 3 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p3,3, 3, 04, 06, 06,10, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3,10,10,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q P t4, 5u we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p3,3, 3, 04,10,10,10, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p2q  p3, 3, 3,10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ,
κp0q ¥ 6 we have
τ p0q  p1, 2, 3, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12q,
τ p1q  p3,3, 3,10,10,10,10, 10,10, 10, 11, 12q  qτ.
3.20 Lemma
Consider σ, τ P T with τ ¤ σ and i, p P N0 with i ¤ p. Then we have
Xσi  Xσp on tτi  pu .
Proof: By the definition of T in Definition 1.10 (page 16) we have
tσn ¡ nu  tσn  σn 1u for all n P N0 with n   N,
hence it follows by induction
tσi ¥ pu  tσi  σpu .
Due to τ ¤ σ we have σi ¥ p on tτi  pu and hence σi  σp on tτi  pu.
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3.21 Theorem: Influence of κ
Assume Cp0q  Ω. Consider a second instance of the algorithm, where all variables are marked
with a 1, with identical input variables except for κ1 which is only assumed to be nowhere smaller
than κ. We have
pY pmqn ¤ pY 1pmqn ,rY pmqn ¤ rY 1pmqn ,
Cpmqn  C
1pmq
n ,pCpmqn  pC 1pmqn ,
Θpmqn  Θ
1pmq
n ,pΘpmqn  pΘ1pmqn ,
τ pmqn ¤ τ
1pmq
n ,pτ pmqn ¤ pτ 1pmqn ,
Y
pmq
i ¤ Y
1pmq
i .
Proof: We will show this by induction. The initial assumption of this theorem will not be
necessary for m  0 but in the induction step in (3.21.2).
Since we use the same input variables the induction hypothesis is true for m  0. Consider
m P N and the induction hypothesis being true for m 1. Then it is true for m by definition in
Part 2.13 (page 24) except for the last inequality. Since τ pmqn ¤ τ 1
pmq
n for all n P N0 with n ¤ N
we have by Lemma 3.20 (page 43)
X
τ 1
pmq
i
 X
τ 1
pmq
p
on
!
τ
pmq
i  p
)
for all i, p P N0 with i ¤ p ¤ N(3.21.1)
By Lemma 3.2 (page 30) and Conclusion 3.4 (page 32) we have for all p P N0 with p ¤ N
Xp ¤ Y
1p1q
p ¤ Y
1pmq
p  E

X
τ 1
pmq
p
Ap	 on Cp0qp  Ω.(3.21.2)
Thus we have for all i P N0 with i ¤ N
Y 1
pmq
i
def.
 E

X
τ 1
pmq
i
Ai	
 E

N¸
pi
1!
τ
pmq
i p
)X
τ 1
pmq
i
Ai

(3.21.1)
 E

N¸
pi
1!
τ
pmq
i p
)X
τ 1
pmq
p
Ai

 E

N¸
pi
1!
τ
pmq
i p
)E

X
τ 1
pmq
p
Ap	
Ai

(3.21.2)
¥ E

N¸
pi
1!
τ
pmq
i p
)Xp
Ai

 E

X
τ
pmq
i
Ai	
def.
 Y
pmq
i .
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4 Different Finite Time Horizons Compared
4.1 Idea
As written in Convention 1.9 (page 16) nearly all variables depend on N . For easier reading we
mostly did not include this dependence in our notations. Now it will be important to have a
look at the number of steps N , so whenever necessary we shall write N as an additional inner
subscript. For example we will write Cp0qN,k instead of C
p0q
k .
4.2 Example
A first idea was that we might have τ pmqN,n  τ
pmq
8,n ^ N for m,N, n, at least under reasonable
assumptions. But this does not hold in general as the following example shows:
Example: Consider N1, N2 P NY t8u with N1   N2.
Consider Cp0qNi,n  Ω for all n P N0 and i P t1, 2u.
Consider a process X given for all n P N by
Xn 
$'&'%
1 if n   N1,
0 if n  N1,
2 if n ¡ N1.
Then we have for all i P t1, 2u and n P N0 with n ¤ Ni
τ
p0q
Ni,n
 n
and
Y
p0q
Ni,n
 Xn 
$'&'%
1 if n   N1,
0 if n  N1,
2 if n ¡ N1.
For all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N1 we have
rY pmqN1,n 
#
1 if n   N1,
0 otherwise.
For all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N2
rY pmqN2,n 
#
1 if n ¤ N1 
°m1
k0 κpkq,
2 otherwise.
So we have for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N1
C
pmq
N1,n
 Ω,
and for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N2
C
pmq
N2,n

#
Ø if N1 
°m1
k0 κpkq   n ¤ N1,
Ω otherwise.
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Thus we have for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N1
τ
pmq
N1,n
 n,
and for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N2
τ
pmq
N2,n

#
N1   1 if N1 
°m1
k0 κpkq   n ¤ N1,
n otherwise.
And we have for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N1
Y
p0q
N1,n

#
1 if n   N1,
0 if n  N1,
and for all m P N and n P N0 with n ¤ N2
Y
p0q
N2,n

#
2 if n ¡ N1 
°m1
k0 κpkq,
1 otherwise.
So it follows that for all m P N and for all n P N0 with N1 
°m1
k0 κpkq ¤ n   N1
τ
pmq
N1,n
 n   N1  τ
pmq
N2,n
^N1.
4.3 Lemma
Let N1, N2 P NY t8u with N1   N2, m P N0 with
m  0 ùñ Xn ¤ Y
p0q
N2,n
on
!
τ
p0q
N1,n
 n
)
for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1(4.3.1)
and
m  1 ùñ τ p0qN2,n  n for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1.(4.3.2)
Assume Cp0qN2  Ω.
Suppose that
τ
pmq
N1,n
¤ τ
pmq
N2,n
for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1.
Then we have
Y
pmq
N1,n
¤ Y
pmq
N2,n
for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1.
Remark: The proof given below does not work for arbitrary Cp0qN2 .
Proof by Backward Induction: ...
We have
Y
pmq
N1,N1
 E

X
τ
pmq
N1,N1
AN1
  XN1 ass.¤
3.7
Y
pmq
N2,N1
on Cp0qN2,N1  Ω.
Consider some n P N0 with n   N1 and Y
pmq
N1,n 1
¤ Y
pmq
N2,n 1
.
On the set
!
τ
pmq
N1,n
 n
)
we have
Y
pmq
N1,n
 Xn
(4.3.2),3.7
¤
(4.3.1)
Y
pmq
N2,n
on Cp0qN2,n  Ω.
For all i P t1, 2u we have !
τ
pmq
Ni,n
¡ n
)

!
τ
pmq
Ni,n
 τ
pmq
Ni,n 1
)
(4.3.3)
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and thus on
!
τ
pmq
Ni,n
¡ n
)
Y
pmq
Ni,n
 E

X
τ
pmq
Ni,n
An
 by def.
 E

X
τ
pmq
Ni,n 1
An
 by (4.3.3)
 E

E

X
τ
pmq
Ni,n 1
An 1
An

 E

Y
pmq
Ni,n 1
An	 by def.
So we have on
!
τ
pmq
N1,n
¡ n
)

!
τ
pmq
N2,n
¡ n
)
Y
pmq
N1,n
 E

Y
pmq
N1,n 1
An	 ind.ass.¤ EY pmqN2,n 1An	  Y pmqN2,n.
4.4 Lemma
Consider N1, N2 P NY t8u with N1   N2.
Assume Cp0qN2  C
p0q
N1
 Ω.
Consider m P N0 satisfying assumptions (4.3.1) (page 46) and (4.3.2) (page 46).
Suppose that for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
τ
pmq
N1,n
¤ τ
pmq
N2,n
.
Then we have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
Y
pmq
N1,n
¤ Y
pmq
N2,n
,rY pmqN1,n ¤ rY pmqN2,n,
C
pm 1q
N2,n
 C
pm 1q
N1,n
,
τ
pm 1q
N1,n
¤ τ
pm 1q
N2,n
.
Proof: The first inequality follows by Lemma 4.3 (page 46).
For the other inequalities define for all i P t1, 2u and for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
A
pmq
Ni,n
: tp P N0 ; n ¤ p   min tn  κpmq, Niu   1u .
Thus we have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1 and for all p P A
pmq
N1,n
E

Y
pmq
N1,p
An	 ¤ EY pmqN2,pAn	 .
Furthermore we have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
A
pmq
N1,n
 A
pmq
N2,n
.
So we have for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
rY pm 1qN1,n  sup
pPA
pmq
N1,n
E

Y
pmq
N1,p
An	 ¤ sup
pPA
pmq
N1,n
E

Y
pmq
N2,p
An	
¤ sup
pPA
pmq
N2,n
E

Y
pmq
N2,p
An	  rY pm 1qN2,n ,
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thus we have !rY pm 1qN1,n ¤ Xn)  !rY pm 1qN2,n ¤ Xn) ,
hence
C
pm 1q
N2,n
 C
pm 1q
N1,n
.
This implies for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
τ
pm 1q
N1,n
¤ τ
pm 1q
N2,n
.
4.5 Theorem
Consider N1, N2 P NY t8u with N1   N2.
Assume Cp0qN2  C
p0q
N1
 Ω, τ p0qN1 and τ
p0q
N2
determined by Cp0q and
Xn ¤ Y
p0q
N2,n
on
!
τ
p0q
N1,n
 n
)
for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1.
Then we have for all m P N0 and for all n P N0 with n ¤ N1
Y
pmq
N1,n
¤ Y
pmq
N2,n
on Cp0qN2,n,rY pmqN1,n ¤ rY pmqN2,n on Cp0qN2,n,
C
pmq
N2,n
 C
pmq
N1,n
,
τ
pmq
N1,n
¤ τ
pmq
N2,n
.
Proof: Proved by induction, using Lemma 4.4 (page 47).
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5 General Case
The FII Algorithm introduced in Section 2 (page 18) gives optimal results for the finite time
horizon as seen in Section 3 (page 28). In this section we show this for the infinite time horizon
as well. The techniques within the proofs will be different since backward induction is not
available here.
First we will repeat the result of [Irl80] in our nomenclature.
5.1 Theorem from [Irl80] for κ  1
Assume κ  1 and
E pXτ q exists for all τ P S, ,
E
 
Xsuptσn ; nPN0u
A0  lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |A0q for all σ P SN0 non-decreasing
Then S80  S and
τ
p8q
0 is optimal in S
τ
pmq
0 ¤ τ
pm 1q
0 for all m P N0,
Y
pmq
0 ¤ Y
pm 1q
0 for all m P N0.
Thus it follows
Y
p8q
0
def.

incr.
lim
mÑ8
Y
pmq
0
def.
 lim
mÑ8
E

X
τ
pmq
0
A0	 ass. EX lim
mÑ8
τ
pmq
0
	
A0
 def.
incr.
E

X
τ
p8q
0
A0	 .
If
Cplq  Cpl 1q for some l P N0,
then obviously
Cpn lq  Cplq  Cp8q for all n P N0,
τ
pn lq
0  τ
plq
0  τ
p8q
0 for all n P N0.
Proof: A direct proof can be found in [Irl80, Part 2, pages 180-182], a proof for a more general
situation follows within this section.
We will now expand this theorem to arbitrary κ (instead of κ  1) and arbitrary timepoint
j (instead of looking only at time point 0), see Main Theorem 5.3 (page 50). In Chapter 9
(page 84) we will see that not using κ  1 may increase the speed of the algorithm. The general
assumption made above in [Irl80] as well as in [Irl06] and [Irl09] has to be slightly enlarged for
our purposes to the General Assumption 5.2 (page 50).
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5.2 General Assumption
Assume
E pXτ q exists for all τ P S,(5.2.1)
lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Ajq  E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Aj	
for all j P N0, σ P SN0 non-decreasing.
(5.2.2)
5.3 Main Theorem
τ p8q is optimal in SpCp0qq
and for all m, j P N0 we have
τ
pmq
j ¤ τ
pm 1q
j ,
Y
pmq
j ¤ Y
pm 1q
j .
We have for all j P N0
Y
p8q
j  E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
 .
If
Cplq Cpl 1q for some l P N0,
then we have
Cplq Cpl nq Cp8q for all n P N0,
τ plq τ pl nq  τ p8q for all n P N0,
Θplq Θpl nq Θp8q for all n P N0,
Y plq Y pl nq Y p8q for all n P N0.
If Cp0q  Ω or Cp0q is essential, then
τ p8q is optimal.
We now give a reason why it has not been necessary to mention the General Assumption 5.2
(page 50) before with finite N in Remark 5.4 (page 51) and Remark 5.5 (page 51). We will
further discuss the General Assumption 5.2 (page 50) in Lemma 5.6 (page 51) and Remark 5.7
(page 52).
The nomenclature used in this section is mainly defined in Definition 2.1 (page 18) and is then
enlarged in Definition 5.8 (page 52). We then give the proof of Main Theorem 5.3 (page 50)
in several steps. These are the necessary Lemma 5.10 (page 53), followed by the very detailled
Theorem 5.11 (page 57), whereafter the latter parts are proved in Conclusion 5.12 (page 60),
Conclusion 5.13 (page 61) and Remark 5.14 (page 61).
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5.4 Remark: Limites
Consider a non-decreasing σ P SN0 . We have
lim
nÑ8
Xσn  X lim
nÑ8
σn on tsup tσn ; n P N0u   8u .
If X8  lim
nÑ8
Xn then we have
lim
nÑ8
Xσn  X lim
nÑ8
σn .
5.5 Remarks
• If N is finite, we set XN n  XN for all n P N and X8  XN (see Remark 2.20 (page 27)).
Hence we have
X8  lim
nÑ8
Xn
and for all non-decreasing σ P SN0 there is non-decreasing τ P  SN0 N0 with Xσn  Xτn
for all n P N. Thus we have by Lemma 3.12 (page 38)
lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Ajq  E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Aj	
for all j P N0, σ P SN0 non-decreasing.
• This is not generally true for infinite N . Consider the following example:
For all n P N0 let Xn  n1 s0, 1
n
s. Then we have
X8  lim
nÑ8
Xn  0.
Now consider σ P SN0 with σn  n for all n P N0. Then we have for all j P N0
E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Aj	  E pX8|Ajq  0  1  lim
nÑ8
E pXn|Ajq  lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Ajq .
5.6 Lemma
A sufficient condition for (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) is
E

sup
nPN
|Xn|


  8 and X8  lim
nÑ8
Xn.(5.6.1)
Proof: Assume (5.6.1). We have for each τ P S
|Xτ | ¤ sup
nPN
|Xn| ,
where the rhs is an integrable random variable, hence we have (5.2.1).
Now consider j P N0, σ P SN0 non-decreasing.
By Conditional Lebesgue Dominated Convergence we have
lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Ajq  E

lim
nÑ8
Xσn
Aj	
and by Remark 5.4 (page 51) we have
E

lim
nÑ8
Xσn
Aj	  EX lim
nÑ8
σn
Aj	
and thus (5.2.2) holds.
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5.7 Remarks
• If N is finite and embedded in the infinite case as written in Remark 2.20 (page 27),
then we have (5.2.2) by Remark 5.5 (page 51) and (5.2.1) by Lemma 1.4 (page 15).
• The assumption (5.2.2) is equivalent to the following assumption:
lim
nÑ8
»
G
XσndP 
»
G
X lim
nÑ8
σndP
for all j P N0, G P Aj , σ P SN0 non-decreasing.
• Due to the assumption (5.2.1) we have S  S0 (see Definition 1.3 (page 14)).
5.8 Definitions
For all C P C and σ P T define
τσpCq : inf tk ¥ σ ; 1Ck  1u .
For all n P N0 write τnpCq for τσpCq with σ  n.
For all C P C and κ P NY t8u define Cκ by
Cκn : Cn X
κ£
j1
!
Xn ¥ E

Xτn jpCq
An	) for all n P N0, Cκ8 : Ω.(5.8.1)
For all C P C, κ P NY t8u, ρ P SpCq with σ ¤ ρ ¤ τσpCκq define
pρκ : ρ1 tρτσpCκqu   8¸
n0
κ¸
j1
1
tρnuX
!
jmin
!
lPN ; Xn E

Xτn lpCq
An	)) pτn jpCq ^ τσpC
κqq .
If ambiguity is impossible, we do not write the index κ.
The improvement step in (5.8.1) coincides with that in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) due to (2.16.4).
5.9 Lemma: Optimality
Consider C P C with τpCq being optimal in SpCq. Then for each κ P NYt8u we have C  Cκ.
Proof: We have for all j P N τn jpCq P SpCqXSNn j  SpCqXSNn and hence by Definition 1.11
(page 16)
Xn  E
 
XτnpCq
An  EXτn jpCqAn	 on Cn.
The assertion follows by the definition of Cκ.
We make adaptions of the ideas in [Irl80, Part 2, Theorem 2.1, Proof part (i), page 181] to
conditional expectations and arbitrary κ. The idea for arbitrary κ, but with finite N , can be
found in [KS06] and [BS06] and has been extended in Section 3 (page 28) where backward
induction was the main tool of the proofs.
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5.10 Lemma: One Step Improvement
Suppose C P C, i P N0, κ P NY t8u, and σ P SpCq with
σ ¥ i.(5.10.1)
For all
ρ P SpCq with σ ¤ ρ ¤ τσpCq(5.10.2)
we have pρ P SpCq with σ ¤ pρ ¤ τσpCq,(5.10.3)
ρ ¤ pρ,(5.10.4)
ρ  1 ¤ pρ on tρ   τσpCqu ,(5.10.5)
E pXρ|Aiq ¤ E
 
Xpρ
Ai ,(5.10.6)
and using assumption (5.2.2) (page 50) also
E pXρ|Aiq ¤ E
 
XτσpCq
Ai .(5.10.7)
Remark: If κ  1, then
Cn  Cn X
 
Xn ¥ E
 
Xτn 1pCq
An( for all n P N0,(5.10.8)
pρ  ρ1 tρτσpCqu   8¸
ni
1
tρnuX
!
E

Xτn 1pCq
An	¡Xn)τn 1pCq.
We will have much shorter proofs for κ  1 then for arbitrary κ. We included both proofs for
comparance in the sequel.
Proof of (5.10.7) using (5.10.3) to (5.10.6): ...
Define σ0 : ρ and inductively
σk 1 : pσk for all k P N0.
Now we will prove by induction that
ρ ¤ σk ¤ σk 1 ¤ τσpC
q for all k P N0(5.10.9)
We have σ0  ρ ¤ τσpCq, hence we have by (5.10.3) and (5.10.4) σ0 ¤ σ1 ¤ τσpCq.
Consider k P N0 with σk ¤ τσpCq. It follows σk ¤ σk 1 ¤ τσpCq by the same equations.
We have (by induction) for all k P N
E pXσ0 |Aiq
(5.10.6)
¤ E pXσk |Aiq .(5.10.10)
By (5.10.9) and (5.10.5) we have
lim
kÑ8
σk ¤ τσpC
q
and
σk   1 ¤ σk 1 on tσk   τσpCqu for all k P N.
So we have
σ0 ¤ σ1 ¤ σ2 ¤ ... ¤ lim
kÑ8
σk  τσpC
q.(5.10.11)
It follows
E pXρ|Aiq  E pXσ0 |Aiq by def.
¤ lim
kÑ8
E pXσk |Aiq by (5.10.10)
 E

X lim
kÑ8
σk
Ai
 by (5.2.2) (page 50)
 E
 
XτσpCq
Ai by (5.10.11).
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Proof of (5.10.3) to (5.10.6) for κ  1: ...
(This is a special version for κ  1 of the arbitrary case below and due to this much shorter.)
Obviously we have
ρ  pρ  τσpCq on tρ  τσpCqu (5.10.2)
(5.10.1)
tρ  8u Y
8¤
ni
tρ  nu X Cn .(5.10.12)
For all n P N0 with i ¤ n we have
ρ   ρ  1  n  1 ¤
pρhkkkikkkj
τn 1pCq ¤ τσpC
q
on tρ  nu X
 
E
 
Xτn 1pCq
An ¡ Xn( .
Furthermore we have (where

is here and in the following used for disjoint unions)
tρ   τσpC
qu
(5.10.12)

8¥
ni
tρ  nu X
 
E
 
Xτn 1pCq
An ¡ Xn( .(5.10.13)
For (5.10.6) it suffices to prove for all G P Ai»
G
XρdP ¤
»
G
XpρdP.
So consider G P Ai.
Now we will split G in subsets and prove the inequality above for each of these subsets.
Thus let us define for all n P N0 with i ¤ n
An,1 : GX tρ  nu X
 
E
 
Xτn 1pCq
An ¡ Xn( .(5.10.14)
Let n P N0 with i ¤ n.
We have An,1 P Ai  An and»
An,1
XρdP 
»
An,1
XndP ¤
»
An,1
E

Xτn 1pCq
An	 dP  »
An,1
Xτn 1pCqdP 
»
An,1
XpρdP.
(5.10.15)
(5.10.13) shows that
GX tρ   τσpC
qu 
8¥
ni
An,1.
Hence we have by (5.10.15) and by dominated convergence»
GXtρ τσpCqu
XρdP ¤
»
GXtρ τσpCqu
XpρdP.
We have by (5.10.12)
ρ  pρ on GX tρ  τσpCqu ,
hence »
GXtρτσpCqu
XρdP 
»
GXtρτσpCqu
XpρdP.
So we have »
G
XρdP ¤
»
G
XpρdP.
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Proof of (5.10.3) to (5.10.5) for arbitrary κ: ...
Obviously we have
ρ  pρ  τσpCq on tρ  τσpCqu (5.10.2)
(5.10.1)
tρ  8u Y
8¤
ni
tρ  nu X Cn .(5.10.16)
For all n P N0 and for all j P N with j ¤ κ we have
on tρ  nu X
 
j  min
 
l P N ; Xn   E
 
Xτn lpCq
An(((5.10.17)
ρ   ρ  1  n  1 ¤ pτn jpCq ^ τσpCqqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
pρ
¤ τσpC
q.
Furthermore we have
CnzC

n 
κ¥
j1
 
j  min
 
l P N ; Xn   E
 
Xτn lpCq
An(( for all n P N0,(5.10.18)
hence
tρ   τσpC
qu(5.10.19)
(5.10.16)

8¥
ni
tρ  nu zCn
(5.10.18)

8¥
ni
κ¥
j1
tρ  nu X
 
j  min
 
l P N ; Xn   E
 
Xτn lpCq
An(( .(5.10.20)
Proof of (5.10.6) for arbitrary κ: ...
It suffices to prove for all G P Ai »
G
XρdP ¤
»
G
XpρdP.
So consider G P Ai.
Now we will split G in subsets and prove the inequality above for each of these subsets.
Thus let us define for all n P N0 with i ¤ n, j P N with j ¤ κ
An,j : GX tρ  nu X
 
j  min
 
l P N ; Xn   E
 
Xτn lpCq
An(( .(5.10.21)
Let n P N0 with i ¤ n, j P N with j ¤ κ.
We have G P Ai  An and hence An,j P An.
Since
An,j
(5.10.21)

!
Xn   E

Xτn jpCq
An	)(5.10.22)
we have »
An,j
XρdP
(5.10.21)

»
An,j
XndP
(5.10.22)
¤
»
An,j
E

Xτn jpCq
An	dP
An,j P An

»
An,j
Xτn jpCqdP.(5.10.23)
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Now we will define a disjoint decomposition of An,j . Thus we define
D : tτn jpCq ¤ τσpCqu
and for all m P N with m   j define
Am : An,j X

Cn mz
m1¤
l1
Cn l

.
Since An,j P An we have
Am P Am n for all m P N with m   j.(5.10.24)
We will prove now
An,j XDc 
j1¥
m1
Am.
Disjoint: For all m, l P N with m, l   j, m  l and (w.l.o.g.) m ¤ l we have m ¤ l  1 and
thus
Am XAl  C

n mzC

n m  Ø,
hence for all m, l P N with m, l   j
m  l ùñ Am XAl  Ø.
“”: For all m P N with m   j we have
Am  D
c.
“”: Consider ω P An,j XDc. Define
r : τσpCqpωq  inf tl ¥ σpωq ; ω P Cl u .
We have r  τσpCqpωq
(5.10.2)
¥ ρpωq  n.
Due to the definition of An,j in (5.10.21) we have by (5.10.18) ω P CnzCn , hence r  n.
Define
q : τn jpCqpωq  inf tl ¥ n  j ; ω P Clu .
For all p P N0 with n  j ¤ p   q we have ω R Cl  Cl .
Since ω P Dc  tτn jpCq ¡ τσpCqu we have q ¡ r.
This yields r   n  j.
So we have n   r   n  j, thus 1 ¤ r  n ¤ j  1 and it follows ω P Arn by definition of r.
By the above part of the proof we can deduce for all m P N with m   j
τσpC
q  m  n on Am  Apm nqn.(5.10.25)
It follows
An,j 
 
An,j XD

Z
j1¥
m1
Am.(5.10.26)
We have
τn jpCq  τn jpCq ^ τσpC
q  pρ on An,j XD.(5.10.27)
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For all m P N with m   j we have»
Am
Xτn jpCqdP
(5.10.24)

»
Am
E

Xτn jpCq
An m	 dP
Am  C

n m
¤
(5.8.1), j m ¤ κ
»
Am
Xn mdP
(5.10.25)

»
Am
XτσpCqdP
Am  D
c

»
Am
XpρdP.(5.10.28)
By (5.10.26), (5.10.27) and (5.10.28) and summing over m we have»
An,j
Xτn jpCqdP 
»
An,j
XpρdP.
Now we can combine this with (5.10.23) and so we have»
An,j
XρdP
(5.10.23)
¤
»
An,j
Xτn jpCqdP

»
An,j
XpρdP.(5.10.29)
(5.10.20) (page 55) shows that
GX tρ   τσpC
qu 
8¥
ni
κ¥
j1
An,j .
Hence we have by (5.10.29) and by dominated convergence»
GXtρ τσpCqu
XρdP ¤
»
GXtρ τσpCqu
XpρdP.
We have by (5.10.16) (page 55)
ρ  pρ on GX tρ  τσpCqu .
hence »
GXtρτσpCqu
XρdP 
»
GXtρτσpCqu
XpρdP.
So we have »
G
XρdP ¤
»
G
XpρdP.
5.11 Theorem
τ p8q is optimal in SpCp0qq
and for all m, j P N0 we have
τ
pmq
j ¤ τ
pm 1q
j ,
Y
pmq
j ¤ Y
pm 1q
j .
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Proof: Consider j P N0.
Step 1:
Consider pCpmqqmPN0 as constructed above.
Let ρ P SpCp0qq with ρ ¥ j.
Define ρ1 : inf
!
n ; ρ ¤ n, 1
C
p8q
n
 1
)
, thus ρ1 P SpCp8qq.
For all m P N0 define ρm : inf
!
n ; ρ ¤ n, 1
C
pmq
n
 1
)
.
We have ρ0  inf
!
n ; ρ ¤ n, 1
C
p0q
n
 1
)
 inf tn ; ρ ¤ nu  ρ,
because for all n P N0 we have tρ  nu  C
p0q
n .
Consider m P N0.
For all n P N0 Y t8u we have C
pm 1q
n  C
pmq
n and thus!
1
C
pm 1q
n
 1
)

!
1
C
pmq
n
 1
)
.
So we have
ρm 1  inf
!
n ; ρ ¤ n, 1
C
pm 1q
n
 1
)
¥ inf
!
n ; ρ ¤ n, 1
C
pmq
n
 1
)
 ρm.
It follows by Lemma 5.10 (page 53), equation (5.10.7)
(adaption: i  j, σ  ρm, σ  ρm 1, C  Cpmq, C  Cpm 1q)
E pXρm |Ajq ¤ E
 
Xρm 1
Aj .
The facts ρm ¤ ρm 1 for all m P N0 and lim ρm  ρ1 imply
E pXρ|Ajq ¤ lim
mÑ8
E pXρm |Ajq
(5.2.2)
 E

X lim
mÑ8
ρm
Aj	  E  Xρ1 Aj .
So for every ρ P SpCp0qq with ρ ¥ j there exists ρ1 P SpC8q with E pXρ|Ajq ¤ E
 
Xρ1
Aj.
For all n P N0 Y t8u we have C
p8q
n  C
p0q
n and thus SpCp8qq  SpCp0qq.
The last two expressions yield:
esssup
!
E pXρ|Ajq ; ρ P SpCp8qq, ρ ¥ j
)
 esssup
!
E pXρ|Ajq ; ρ P SpCp0qq, ρ ¥ j
)
.
Step 2A:
Consider ρ, τ P SpCp8qq with j ¤ ρ ¤ τ .
For all m P N0 define
ρm : τ1 tρτu  
8¸
nj
τ
pmq
n 11 tρnu1 tρ τu.
Define further rρ : τ1 tρτu   8¸
nj
τ
p8q
n 11 tρnu1 tρ τu.
We have ρ ¤ ρm ¤ ρm 1 for all m P N0 and lim
mÑ8
ρm  rρ ¤ τ .
Consider G P Aj , m P N0, n P N0 with j ¤ n.
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We have
GX tρ  nu X tn   τu  GX tρ  nu X tρ   τu
 tρ  nu
ρ P SpCp8qq
 Cp8qn
2.13
 Cpm 1qn
2.13

"
E

X
τ
pmq
n 1
An
 ¤ Xn*
and GX tρ  nu X tn   τu P An, because G P Aj  An and tρ  nu , tn   τu P An.
Thus »
GXtρnuXtρ τu
XρmdP 
»
GXtρnuXtn τu
X
τ
pmq
n 1
dP ¤
»
GXtρnuXtn τu
XρdP.
So we have »
G
XρmdP 
»
GXtρτu
XρmdP  
¸
nPN0
»
GXtρnuXtρ τu
XρmdP
¤
»
GXtρτu
XρdP  
¸
nPN0
»
GXtρnuXtρ τu
XρdP

»
G
XρdP.
Combining these facts yields
E
 
Xrρ
Aj  EX lim
mÑ8
ρm
Aj	 (5.2.2) lim
mÑ8
E pXρm |Ajq ¤ E pXρ|Ajq
Step 2B:
Consider ρ, τ P SpC8q with j ¤ ρ ¤ τ .
Define ρ0 : ρ and for all m P N0 define ρm 1 : ρm.
For all m P N0 we have
ρm ¤ ρm 1 ¤ τ,
ρm   1 ¤ ρm  ρm 1 on tρm   τu .
It follows
lim
mÑ8
ρm  τ.
So for all G P Aj we have
E pXτ |Ajq  E

X lim
mÑ8
ρm
Aj	 (5.2.2) lim
mÑ8
E pXρm |Ajq ¤ E pXρ|Ajq .
Step 2C:
Let σ P SpCp8qq with σ ¥ j. Let ω P Ω, l : σpωq. Then ω P Cp8ql and 1  1Cp8ql pωq, thus
τ
p8q
j pωq  inf
!
p ¥ j ; 1
C
p8q
p
pωq  1
)
¤ l  σpωq.
This yields τ p8qj ¤ σ.
So for all τ P SpCp8qq with τ ¥ j we have τ ¥ τ p8qj , thus
E pXτ |Ajq ¤ E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
 .
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This yields
E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
  esssup!E pXτ |Ajq ; τ P SpCp8qq, τ ¥ j) .
The above steps yield
E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
  esssup!E pXρ|Ajq ; ρ P SpCp0qq, ρ ¥ j) .
So for any family Cp0q P C we have
τ
p8q
j P SpCp0qq for all j P N0.
5.12 Conclusion
We have for all j P N0
Y
p8q
j  E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
 .
If there is some k P N0 such that
τk is optimal in SpCpkqq
or
Cpkq  Cpk 1q
then we have
Cpkq Cpk nq Cp8q for all n P N0,
τ pkq τ pk nq  τ p8q for all n P N0,
Θpkq Θpk nq Θp8q for all n P N0,
Y pkq Y pk nq Y p8q for all n P N0.
Proof: For all j P N0 we have
Y
p8q
j
def.

incr.
lim
mÑ8
Y
pmq
j
def.
 lim
mÑ8
E

X
τ
pmq
j
Aj

ass.
 E

X
lim
mÑ8
τ
pmq
j
	
Aj
 def.
incr.
E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
 .
The other statement is true by Lemma 5.9 (page 52) and the definitions in Part 2.13 (page 24).
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5.13 Conclusion
If Cp0q is essential, then
τ p8q is optimal.
Proof: Assume Cp0q is essential. Then there is some optimal σ P T with σn P SpCp0qq for all
n P N0. So we have for all n P N0
E pXσn |Anq ¤ esssup
!
E pXρ|Anq ; ρ P S8n X SpCp0qq
)
¤ esssup tE pXρ|Anq ; ρ P S8n u
 E pXσn |Anq .
By Theorem 5.11 (page 57)
τ p8q is optimal in SpCp0qq,
hence for all n P N0 we have
E

X
τ
p8q
n
An	  esssup!E pXρ|Anq ; ρ P S8n X SpCp0qq) .
Hence we have for all n P N0
E

X
τ
p8q
n
An	  E pXσn |Anq ,
and
τ p8q is optimal.
5.14 Remark
If Cp0q  Ω, then
τ p8q is optimal.
Proof: Consider Cp0q  Ω. There are two ways to prove the optimality:
(1) We have S  SpCp0qq and hence for all j P N0 we have
E

X
τ
p8q
j
Aj
  esssup tE pXρ|Ajq ; ρ P S, ρ ¥ ju .
(2) Cp0q is essential, hence τ p8q is optimal by Conclusion 5.13 (page 61).
5.15 Outlook
The above theorems and proofs are adapted to the Markovian case with random discounting in
Section 7 (page 67). The Markovian case itself is introduced in the following Section 6 (page 62).
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6 Markovian Case
In this chapter we adapt the FII Algorithm stated in Section 2 (page 18) to Markovian stopping
problems.
After repeating the setting in Part 6.1 (page 62), we consider the case of time-independent
pay-off for the case of arbitrary κ in Subsection 6.2 (page 62). For κ  1 this was done before
in [Irl06, Part 2] and [Irl09, Part 1]. Some cases of time-dependent pay-off for κ  1 have been
mentioned in [Irl09, p. 2] and in detail considered in [Irl06, part 3.1]. Here we will show their
extensions to arbitrary κ in Subsection 6.3 (page 64). Part 6.4 (page 65) shows that the case
of certain path-dependent pay-offs, considered in [Pre10], fits in our setting as well.
6.1 Setting
Let pZnqnPN0 be a time-homogeneous Markov process with respect to the underlying filtration
with state space pS,Sq. In the Markovian case the FII algorithm only has to work in the systems
of subsets of the state space S, as we will show exemplary for the case of time-independent pay-
off in Part 6.2.1 (page 63).
6.2 Time-Independent Pay-Off
For all B P S define
T pBq : tτ P T ; Zτ P B on tτ   8uu ,
τnpBq : inf tk ¥ n : Zk P Bu for all n P N0.
Given a measurable mapping g : S Ñ R consider the problem of optimal stopping for the pay-off
Xn : gpZnq for all n P N0,
defining for simpler notation
X8 : gpZ8q : lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
gpZkq,
so that we have
Xτ  gpZτ q for all τ P T .
Assume as usual
E pXτ |Z0  zq exists for all τ P T and z P S.
Then the iterative step is performed for given κ by
Bκ :
#
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1
E

g

ZτjpBq
	Z0  z	
+
for all B P S.
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6.2.1 Connection to the General Case
Consider N infinite and some n P N0 with Cpnq given such that there is some B with
C
pnq
k  tZk P Bu for all k P N0.
Then we have
C
pn 1q
k 
!
Zk P B
κpnq
)
for all k P N0.
Therefore the FII algorithm only has to work in the systems of subsets of the state space S.
Proof: We have τ pnqk  inf tp ¥ k ; Zp P Bu  τkpBq for all k P N0.
Assume pZ 1nqnPN0 being an independent copy of pZnqnPN0 and
τ 1
pnq
p  τ
1
ppBq  inf
 
q ¥ p ; Z 1q P B
(
for all p P N0.
We have for all p, k P N0 with p ¤ k!
E

gpZ
τ
pnq
p
q
Ak	 ¤ gpZkq)

"
Zk P
"
E

gpZ 1
τ 1
pnq
p
q
Z 1k  z
 ¤ gpzq**

"
Zk P
"
E

gpZ 1
τ 1
pnq
pk
q
Z 10  z
 ¤ gpzq**

!
Zk P
!
E

gpZ 1τ 1pkpBq
q
Z 10  z	 ¤ gpzq)) .
Hence we have
C
pn 1q
k C
pnq
k X
£!!
E

X
τ
pnq
p
Ak	 ¤ Xk) ; k ¤ p ¤ k   κpnq)
tZk P Bu X
£!
Zk P
!
gpzq ¥ E

gpZ 1τ 1ppBqq
Z 10  z	) ; 0 ¤ p ¤ κpnq)
tZk P Bu X
!
Zk P
!
gpzq ¥ sup
!
E

gpZ 1τ 1ppBqq
Z 10  z	 ; 0 ¤ p ¤ κpnq)))

!
Zk P
!
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
!
E

gpZ 1τ 1ppBqq
Z 10  z	 ; 0 ¤ p ¤ κpnq)))

!
Zk P B
κpnq
)
.
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6.3 Time-Dependent Pay-Off
We can apply the algorithm and its results to the “time-independent” space-time Markov
process pZn, nqnPN0 on S  N0 instead of S. Hence the time-dependent case can be treated as
follows:
Consider f : S  N0 Ñ R and the problem of optimal stopping for the pay-off
Xn : fpZn, nq for all n P N0,
defining (as above) for simpler notation
X8 : fpZ8,8q : lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
fpZk, kq,
so that we have
Xτ  fpZτ , τq for all stopping rules τ.
Assume as usual
E pXτ |Z0  zq exists for all τ P T and z P S.
Then the iterative step is done for any κ and any measurable B  S  N0 by
Bκ :
#
pz, nq P B ; fpz, nq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1
E

f

ZτjpBq, n  τjpBq
	Z0  z	
+
with
τnpBq : inf tk ¥ n ; pZk, kq P Bu for all n P N0.
6.3.1 Finite Horizon
In the case of a stopping problem with finite time horizon N P N and pay-off
fpZn, nq for all n P N0 with n ¤ N
just define
fpz, kq  8 for all z P S and for all k P N0 with N   1 ¤ k.
Then for any κ and any measurable B  S  N0 we have Bκ  S  t0, ..., Nu.
6.3.2 Linear Costs
Consider some measurable mapping g : S Ñ R, some c P R¡0 (often representing the costs of
observation for one time step) and
fpz, nq  gpzq  cn for all z P S and for all n P N0.
Then for all z P S, n P N0 and j P N we have
E

f

ZτjpBq, n  τjpBq
	Z0  z	
 E

g

ZτjpBq
	
 cn cτjpBq
Z0  z	
 E

g

ZτjpBq
	Z0  z	 cn cE pτjpBq|Z0  zq ,
hence the iterative step is done for any κ and any measurable B  S  N0 by
Bκ :
#
pz, nq P B ; fpz, nq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1
E

f

ZτjpBq, n  τjpBq
	Z0  z	
+

#
pz, nq P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1

E

gpZτjpBqq
Z0  z	 cE pτjpBq|Z0  zq	
+
.
Obviously there is no time-dependence any more.
This example is extended in Part 6.4 (page 65).
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6.3.3 Constant Discounting
Consider some measurable mapping g : S Ñ R, some (constant discount factor) α Ps0, 1s and
fpz, nq  αngpzq for all z P S and for all n P N0
Then for all z P S, n P N0 and j P N we have
E

f

ZτjpBq, n  τjpBq
	Z0  z	
 E

αn τjpBqg

ZτjpBq
	Z0  z	
 αnE

ατjpBqg

ZτjpBq
	Z0  z	 ,
hence the iterative step is done for any κ and any measurable B  S  N0 by
Bκ :
#
pz, nq P B ; fpz, nq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1
E

f

ZτjpBq, n  τjpBq
	Z0  z	
+

#
pz, nq P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
1¤j κ 1
E

ατjpBqg

ZτjpBq
	Z0  z	
+
.
Again there is no time-dependence any more.
We consider the case of random discounting in detail in Section 7 (page 67).
6.4 Path-Dependent Costs
Consider some measurable mappings g, c : S Ñ R. gpzq is the payoff for stopping the observation
and cpzq is the cost of continuation for each point z. The simplification of constant c boils down
to the case of linear costs considered in Part 6.3.2 (page 64). Consider the pay-off
Xn : gpZnq 
n1¸
i0
cpZiq for all n P N0.
The payoff is path-dependent. Now we apply the algorithm and its results to a time-independent
“space-cost” Markov process pZn,
°n1
i0 cpZiqq on SR instead of S. So we can treat the problem
as follows:
Consider
f : S  R ÝÑ R, pz, dq ÞÝÑ gpzq  d
and the problem of optimal stopping for the pay-off
Xn : f

Zn,
n1¸
i0
cpZiq

 gpZnq 
n1¸
i0
cpZiq for all n P N0,
defining (as above) for simpler notation
X8 : f

Z8,
81¸
i0
cpZiq

: lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
f

Zk,
k1¸
i0
cpZiq

,
so that we have
Xτ 

Zτ ,
τ1¸
i0
cpZiq

for all stopping rules τ.
Assume as usual
E pXτ |Z0  zq exists for all τ P T and z P S.
Then the iterative step is done for any κ and any measurable B  S  R by
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Bκ :
$&%pz, dq P B ; fpz, dq ¥ sup1¤j κ 1 E
f
ZτjpBq, τjpBq1¸
i0
cpZiq   d
Z0  z
,.-

$&%pz, dq P B ; gpzq ¥ sup1¤j κ 1 E
gpZτjpBqq  τjpBq1¸
i0
cpZiq
Z0  z
,.- .
Obviously there is no path-dependence any more.
This problem has been considered by Presman in [Pre10]. The iteration is therein only explicitly
defined under certain additional assumptions for B of the form B  SzCk in Lemma 1 as follows
Dk 1  SzCk 1  SzpCk Y tz P S ; gkpzq   Tgkpzquq
 SzpCk Y tz P S ; gCkpzq   TgCkpzquq
 pSzCkq X pSz tz P S ; gCkpzq   TgCkpzquq
 tz P SzCk ; gCkpzq   TgCkpzquq
This can be rewritten in the form of our algorithm above by checking that
B1  tz P B ; gBpzq   TgBpzqu
for each B and the appropriately defined functions gB and T in [Pre10].
6.5 Performing the Algorithmic Step
In [Irl06, part 4] the algorithmic step of going from B to B1 was performed by providing
numerical values for the conditional expectations by path-wise simulations of the Markov chain.
In the examples of [Irl06, part 4] the state space was finite and the algorithm found the solution
within a surprisingly low number of iterations.
Rewriting a problem with finite state space as a linear equation as done in [Irl09, part 2] is
another approach. It is therein done for κ  1. We will show this here for arbitrary κ in
Section 8 (page 80).
6.6 Outlook
The theorems and proofs given in Section 5 (page 49) for the general case will be adapted to
the Markovian case with random discounting in Section 7 (page 67). The same situation under
finite state space is considered in Section 8 (page 80): Finding the solution can be rewritten
as solving linear equations. Numerical examples calculated this way will be given in Section 9
(page 84).
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7 Markovian Case with Random Discounting
The proofs given in Section 5 (page 49) for the general case will be adapted to the Markovian case
with random discounting in this section. Herein we will also give some examples to explain the
origin and to confirm the necessarity of some definitions within the algorithm. Simplifications
of the calculations for the case of finite state space will be examined in Section 8 (page 80).
Numerical examples can be found in Section 9 (page 84).
We motivate in Part 7.1 (page 67) the setting we will give in Setting 7.2 (page 68). The main
theorem of this chapter is Theorem 7.11 (page 76). This theorem is based on Lemma 7.4
(page 69), which is proved in Proof 7.9 (page 74) and uses therein Lemma 7.7 (page 72) and
Lemma 7.6 (page 71). Example 7.5 (page 69) and Example 7.8 (page 72) substantiate necessities
in these lemmata.
Lemma 7.4 (page 69) is adapted from [Irl09, Part 3, Theorem 1, Proof, Part (a)], where the
case of D  t1u is considered, now proved for almost arbitrary D. Theorem 7.11 (page 76) is
based on ideas of [Irl09, Part 3, Theorem 1], where κ  1 is used. The basic ideas are from
[Irl80].
7.1 Motivation
Consider a (time-homogeneous) Markov chain in continuous time p pZtqtPr0,8r operating on the
discrete state space pS,PotpSqq and a payoff
pXt : pαtgp pZtq for each t P r0,8r and pX8 : lim sup
tÑ 8 s ¥ t
pXs.
Assuming no instantaneous jumps (i. e. between two jump times there is always a positive
amount of time) and no absorption, the above Markov chain has a pure jump structure, it is
a special Markov jump process and we can describe it up to explosion time completely by a
sequence of jump times and a sequence of states visited with adequate parameters, see [Asm03,
p. 39-40]. When focussing on the problem of optimal stopping of the above Markov chain, we
can reduce this problem to one of the following setting as described in [Irl09, part 3].
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7.2 Setting
Let pZnqnPN0 be a time-homogeneous Markov process with respect to the underlying filtration
and the discrete state space pS,PotpSqq, g : S ÝÑ R, α : S ÝÑ r0, 1s.
We look at the problem of optimal stopping for the pay-off
Xn :

n1¹
i0
αpZiq

gpZnq for all n P N0, X8 : lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
Xk.
We write for simpler notation formally
X8 

8¹
i0
αpZiq

gpZ8q
so that we have
Xτ 

τ1¹
i0
αpZiq

gpZτ q for all stopping rules τ.
Assume as usual
E pXτ |Z0  zq exists for all τ P T and z P S.(7.2.1)
For all B P S define
T pBq : tτ P T ; Zτ P B on tτ   8uu .
For all B P S and σ P T define
τσpBq : inf tk ¥ σ ; Zk P Bu ,(7.2.2)
the time of first entrance in B at or after time σ,
and if σ  n for some n P N0 write τnpBq for τσpBq.
Define for all B P S and k P N
Bk :
 
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
 
E
 
XτlpBq
Z0  z ; l P N¤k(( .
While running numerical examples (see Chapter 9 (page 84)) it appeared that using any D  N
with 1 P D for the improvement step instead of an initial sequence of N gives also optimal results
and the convergence speed depends only on the cardinality of D not on the largest element of
D. Hence let us define for all B P S and D  N
BD :
 
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
 
E
 
XτkpBq
Z0  z ; k P D(( .
This extends the definition above since Bk  BN¤k .
We tried to prove all results for arbitrary D — and for the first part of Lemma 7.4 (page 69)
this worked. But already for the second part we had to draw back to an initial sequence of N.
The reason is shown in Example 7.8 (page 72).
For all B P S, D  N, σ P T pBq and ρ P T pBq with σ ¤ ρ ¤ τσpBDq define
pρ : ρ1 tρτσpBDqu   8¸
n0
¸
jPD
1 tρnuXtjinftiPD ; ZnRBD¤iuu
 
τn jpBq ^ τσpB
Dq

.(7.2.3)
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7.3 Remarks
• The time-independent case is included by setting α  1.
• The situation of constant discounting as described in Part 6.3.3 (page 65) is included by
assuming the function α being constant.
• If D  t1u, then we have by (7.2.3)
pρ  ρ1tρτσpBt1uqu   8¸
n0
1 tρnuτn 1pBq.
7.4 Lemma: One-Step Improvement
Let B P S, D  N, σ P T pBq and
ρ P T pBq with σ ¤ ρ ¤ τσpBDq.(7.4.1)
Then we have
pρ P T pBq with σ ¤ pρ ¤ τσpBDq,(7.4.2)
ρ ¤ pρ,(7.4.3)
ρ  1 ¤ pρ on  ρ   τσpBDq( .(7.4.4)
Assume additionally the existence of k P NY t8u with D  N¤k.
Then we have
E pXρ|Z0  zq ¤ E
 
Xpρ
Z0  z for all z P S,(7.4.5)
and if additionally
E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Z0  z	  lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Z0  zq
for all z P S and all non-decreasing sequences pσnqnPN0 of stopping rules,(7.4.6)
then we have
E pXσ|Z0  zq ¤ E

XτσpBDq
Z0  z	 for all z P S.(7.4.7)
Remark:
• This lemma is an adaption of Lemma 5.10 (page 53) above to Markovian stopping prob-
lems.
• The proof is postponed, see Proof 7.9 (page 74).
7.5 Example: Insufficient Improvement
Using the definition
pρ : ρ1 tρτσpBDqu   8¸
n0
¸
jPD
1 tρnuXtjinftiPD ; ZnRBD¤iuuτn jpBq
instead of (7.2.3) may contradict (7.4.2) and (7.4.7).
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We can see this by the following example:
Imagine a Markov chain with five states a, b, c, d, e and the following transition matrix
a b c d e
a 0 13
1
3
1
3 0
b 0 1 0 0 0
c 0 1 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0 1
e 0 0 0 0 1
as drawn in the following picture
?>=<89:;c
1 ##G
GG
GG
GG
?>=<89:;a 1{3 //1{3oo
1{3

?>=<89:;d 1 //?>=<89:;e
1
ss
?>=<89:;b
1
TT
and the payments, i.e. the function g
state payment
a 3
b 4
c 1.5
d 2.5
e 2
and we will use D : t1, 2u, α : 1. We initialize the algorithm with
B  ta, b, c, d, eu .
Hence we have
Bt1u  ta, b, d, eu
and
Bt1,2u  tb, d, eu .
Now we determine pρ for ρ : τσpBt1uq. On tZ0  au we have pρ  τσpBt1,2uq.
If Z0  a, then ρ  n  0, hence
j : inf
 
i P D ; Zn R BD¤i
(
 inf
 
i P D ; a R BD¤i
(
 2
and thus on tZ0  au
pρ  τn jpBq  τ0 2pBq  τ2pBq  inf tn ¥ 2 ; Zn P tb, euu
¡ inf tn ¥ 0 ; Zn P tb, d, euu  τσpBt1,2uq.
This is contradicting (7.4.2), and this pρ gives a smaller expected revenue, contradicting (7.4.7).
Hence it is necessary to take the minimum with σD for a sufficient improvement, in the sense
of having pρ always smaller than σD and giving not a smaller expected revenue.
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7.6 Lemma: Partial Improving I
Assume B P S, D  N, n P N0, j P D, A P An with A 
 
Zn P B
D jzBD¤j
(
, z P S.
Then we have »
A
XndPz ¤
»
A
Xτn jpBqdPz.
Proof: For all E  D, j P E we have
BE  BEztju,
BE 
!
z P BEztju ; gpzq ¥ E

XτjpBq
Z0  z	) ,
BEztjuzBE 
!
z P BEztju ; gpzq   E

XτjpBq
Z0  z	) .(7.6.1)
Assume pZ 1mqmPN0 being an independent copy of pZmqmPN0 and
τ 1ppBq  inf
 
q ¥ p ; Z 1q P B
(
for all p P N0.
Then we have »
A
XndPz
def. of Xn

»
A

n1¹
i0
αpZiq

gpZnqdPz
Zn P B
D j zB
D¤j
¤
(7.6.1)
»
A

n1¹
i0
αpZiq

E
g Z 1τ 1jpBq	
τ 1jpBq1¹
i0
αpZ 1iq
Z 10  Zn
dPz
M.C.

»
A

n1¹
i0
αpZiq

E
g Zτn jpBq	 τn jpBq1¹
in
αpZiq
An
dPz
A P An

»
A

n1¹
i0
αpZiq

g

Zτn jpBq
	 τn jpBq1¹
in
αpZiqdPz

»
A
τn jpBq1¹
i0
αpZiq
g Zτn jpBq	 dPz
def.

»
A
Xτn jpBqdPz.
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7.7 Lemma: Partial Improving II
Assume B P S, D  N, s, t P N with s ¤ t and t s P D, A P As with A 
 
Zs P B
D
(
. Then
we have »
A
XτtpBqdPz ¤
»
A
XsdPz.(7.7.1)
Proof: Assume pZ 1nqnPN0 being an independent copy of pZnqnPN0 and
τ 1ppBq  inf
 
q ¥ p ; Z 1q P B
(
for all p P N0.
Then we have »
A
XτtpBqdPz
def.

»
A
τtpBq1¹
i0
αpZiq
g  ZτtpBqdPz

»
A

s1¹
i0
αpZiq

g
 
ZτtpBq
 τtpBq1¹
is
αpZiqdPz
A P As

»
A

s1¹
i0
αpZiq

E
g  ZτtpBq τtpBq1¹
is
αpZiq
As
dPz
M.C.

»
A

s1¹
i0
αpZiq

E
g Z 1τ 1tspBq	
τ 1tspBq1¹
i0
αpZ 1iq
Z 10  Zs
dPz
Zs P B
D
¤
t  s P D
»
A

s1¹
i0
αpZiq

gpZsqdPz
def. of Xs

»
A
XsdPz.
Remark: The assumption “t s P D” is necessary as shown in Example 7.8 (page 72).
7.8 Example: Necessities for Partial Improving II
This example will show the necessity of the condition “t s P D” for (7.7.1).
Imagine a Markov chain with seven states a, b, c, d, e, f , h and the following transition matrix
a b c d e f h
a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
e 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
f 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
h 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
as drawn in the following picture
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and the payments, i.e. the function g
state payment
a 4
b 2
c 7
d 5
e 5
f 3
h 8
and we will use D : t1, 3u and α : 1. We initialize the algorithm with
B : ta, b, c, d, e, f, hu .
Hence we have
BD  tc, e, hu
and
F  thu .
Now consider ρ : 0, A : tZ0 P tduu, t : 3, s : 1.
We have A P A1 and A  tZ1  eu 
 
Z1 P B
D
(

 
Zs P B
D
(
(With the definitions of the proof of (7.4.5) and (7.9.4) below we have A0,3  tZ0 P ta, duu
splitting into the sets A  A1  tZ0 P tduu and A2  tZ0 P tauu.)
We have t s  3 1  2 R D and
E
 
1AXτtpBq
Z0  d
 E
 
1AXτ3pBq
Z0  d
 E
 
Xτ3pBq
Z0  d
 E pX3|Z0  dq
 E pgpZ3q|Z0  dq
 gphq
 8
¡ 5
 gpeq
 E pX1|Z0  dq
 E p1AX1|Z0  dq
 E p1AXs|Z0  dq ,
contradicting (7.7.1) and (7.9.8).
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7.9 Proof of Lemma 7.4 (page 69)
Proof of (7.4.2), (7.4.3), (7.4.4): We have
ρ  pρ  τσpBDq on  ρ  τσpBDq(  tρ  8u Y  Zρ P BD( .
Furthermore we have BØ  B,
BD 
κ£
jPD
BD¤j .(7.9.1)
We have  
Zn R B
D
( (7.9.1)

¤
jPD
 
j  inf
 
i P D ; Zn R BD¤i
((
for all n P N0.
So for all n P N0 and j P D we have
ρ   ρ  1  n  1 ¤
pρhkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkj 
τn jpBq ^ τσpB
Dq

¤ τσpB
Dq
on tρ  nu X
 
j  inf
 
i P D ; Zn R BD¤i
((
.
Hence
 
ρ   τσpB
Dq
(
 tρ   8u X
 
Zρ R B
D
(

8¤
n0
tρ  nu X
 
Zn R B
D
(
.(7.9.2)
Proof of (7.4.5): Let z P S and define
A :
 
ρ   τσpB
Dq
( (7.9.2)
 tρ   8u X
 
Zρ R B
D
(
.
We have
Ac  tρ  8u Y
 
Zρ P B
D
(

 
ρ  τσpB
Dq
(
 tρ  pρu
and thus obviously
E p1AcXρ|Z0  zq ¤ E
 
1AcXpρ
Z0  z .
Define for all n P N0 and j P D
An,j : tρ  nu X
 
j  inf
 
i P D ; Zn R BD¤i
((
.
We have
A 
8¥
n0
¥
jPD
An,j .
For all n P N0 and j P D we have by Lemma 7.6 (page 71)
E p1An,jXρ|Z0  zq  E p1An,jXn|Z0  zq ¤ E

1An,jXτn jpBq
Z0  z	 .(7.9.3)
Due to dominated convergence it suffices to show for all n P N0 and j P D the inequality
E

1An,jXτn jpBq
Z0  z	 ¤ E  1An,jXpρZ0  z .(7.9.4)
Remark:
• (7.9.3) stays correct even for arbitrary D  N.
• As shown in Example 7.8 (page 72) the inequality (7.9.4) may be false if there is no
k P NY t8u with D  N¤k.
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• Nevertheless it seems that the inequality
E p1An,jXρ|Z0  zq ¤ E
 
1An,jXpρ
Z0  z(7.9.5)
is true for all D with 1 P D as studies with our computer program show, but this could
not be proved.
Proof of (7.9.4): Define
E :
 
τn jpBq ¤ τσpB
Dq
(
.
We have
τn jpBq  τn jpBq ^ τσpB
Dq  pρ on An,j X E,
hence
E

1An,jXEXτn jpBq
Z0  z	 ¤ E  1An,jXEXpρZ0  z .(7.9.6)
For all m P N with m   j define
Am : An,j X
 
Zn m P B
D
(
X
m1£
l1
 
Zn l R B
D
(
.(7.9.7)
For all m P N with m   j and j m P D we have by Lemma 7.7 (page 72)
(with setting A : Am, s : n m, t : n  j)
»
Am
Xτn jpBqdPz
7.7
¤
»
Am
Xn mdPz
Am 
!
n  m  τσpB
Dq
)

»
Am
XτσpBDqdPz
Am  E
c

»
Am
XpρdPz.
(7.9.8)
We will prove next
 
An,j X Ec


j1¥
m1
Am.(7.9.9)
Due to linearity of expectation this finishes the proof.
Proof of (7.9.9):
Disjoint: For all m, l P N with m, l   j, m  l we have
Ø  Am XAl 
 
Zn m P B
D
(
X
 
Zn m R B
D
(
 Ø, hence Am XAl  Ø.
“”: For all m P N with m   j we have due to n m   n  j ¤ τn jpBq
Am
(7.9.7)

 
τσpB
Dq  n m
(

 
τσpB
Dq   τn jpBq
( def.
 Ec.
“”: Consider ω P An,j X Ec.
For all l P N0 with n   j ¤ l   τn jpBqpωq  inf tl ¥ n  j ; Zlpωq P Bu we obviously have
Zlpωq R B and due to BD  B we have Zlpωq R BD.
Since we consider
ω P An,j X Ec 
 
τσpB
Dq   τn jpBq
(
X
!
ρ  n
)
,
hence
τn jpBqpωq ¡ τσpB
Dqpωq  inf
 
l ¥ σpωq ; Zlpωq P BD
(
,
we obtain n  j ¡ τσpBDqpωq and by (7.4.1) τσpBDqpωq ¥ ρpωq  n. By the definition of An,j
we have Znpωq R BD¤j  BD, hence τσpBDqpωq  n. So we have n   τσpBDqpωq   n  j,
thus it follows ω P ArτσpBDqpωqns by (7.9.7).
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Proof of (7.4.7): Define σ0 : σ and inductively
σk 1 : pσk for all k P N0.
First we will prove by induction that
σk ¤ σk 1 ¤ τσpB
Dq for all k P N0.(7.9.10)
We have σ  σ0 ¤ τσpBDq.
Then we have σ  σ0 ¤ σ1 ¤ τσpBDq by (7.4.2) and (7.4.3).
Consider k P N0 with σ ¤ σk ¤ τσpBDq.
It follows σ ¤ σk ¤ σk 1 ¤ τσpBDq by (7.4.2) and (7.4.3).
By (7.9.10) we have
lim
kÑ8
σk ¤ τσpB
Dq
and by (7.4.4)
σk   1 ¤ σk 1 on
 
σk   τσpB
Dq
(
for all k P N,
hence we have
σ0 ¤ σ1 ¤ σ2 ¤ ... ¤ lim
kÑ8
σk  τσpB
Dq.
Let z P S. We have for all k P N0
E pXσk |Z0  zq ¤ E
 
Xσk 1
Z0  z by (7.4.5).(7.9.11)
We infer by induction and assuming (7.4.6)
E pXσ|Z0  zq  E pXσ0 |Z0  zq
¤ lim
kÑ8
E pXσk |Z0  zq by (7.9.11)
 E

X lim
kÑ8
σk
Z0  z
 by (7.4.6)
 E

XτσpBDq
Z0  z	 .
7.10 Remark
We used the superscript D above to depict that some parts of the proofs and lemmatas are
true regardless of the structure of D, but we could show the following results only for the special
form of D being an initial sequence of N. Therefore we defined above in Setting 7.2 (page 68)
for all k P N the shortcut Bk for BN¤k .
7.11 Theorem
Let κ : N ÝÑ NY t8u and B0 P S.
Define inductively
Bk : pBk1qκpkq for all k P N, F :
£
kPN0
Bk.(7.11.1)
Assume (as above)
E

X lim
nÑ8
σn
Z0  z	  lim
nÑ8
E pXσn |Z0  zq
for all z P S and all non-decreasing sequences pσnqnPN0 of stopping rules.(7.4.6)
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Then we have for all j P N0
τjpB
kq ¤ τjpB
k 1q for all k P N0,(7.11.2)
lim
kÑ8
τjpB
kq  τjpF q,(7.11.3)
E

XτjpBkq
Z0  z	 ¤ EXτjpBk 1qZ0  z	 for all k P N0 for all z P S,(7.11.4)
lim
kÑ8
E

XτjpBkq
Z0  z	  EXτjpF qZ0  z	  sup
τPT pB0q
τ¥j
E pXτ |Z0  zq for all z P S,
(7.11.5)
hence τjpF q is optimal in
 
τ P T  B0 ; τ ¥ j(, and thus τ0pF q is optimal in T  B0.
Remark: The herein made assumption is the same as in Lemma 7.4 (page 69).
Remark: For getting the optimal stopping rule, set B0  S.
Proof of (7.11.2) and (7.11.4): Let j, k P N0. By Lemma 7.4 (page 69) we have
Bk 1  pBkqκpkq  Bk
and
τjpB
kq ¤ ττjpBkqppB
kqκpkqq  ττjpBkqpB
k 1q  τjpB
k 1q.
(Set B and σ of the cited lemma to Bk and τjpBkq.)
Hence we can infer (7.11.2) and (7.11.4).
Proof of (7.11.3): (7.11.3) follows by the definitions in (7.11.1) and (7.2.2).
Proof of (7.11.5):
(1): At first we will show that for any ρ P T  B0 there exists
ρ8 P T pF q with ρ8 ¥ ρ and E pXρ|Z0  zq ¤ E pXρ8 |Z0  zq for all z P S.
Let ρ P T  B0. Define
ρk : inf
!
n ¥ ρ ; Zn P Bk
)
for all k P N0,
ρ8 : inf tn ¥ ρ ; Zn P F u .
Since pBkqkPN0 is a non-increasing sequence of sets with limit F ,
pρkqkPN0 is a non-decreasing sequence of stopping rules with limit ρ
8.
Let k P N0.
By Lemma 7.4 (page 69) we have
E
 
Xρk
Z0  z ¤ E  Xρk 1 Z0  z for all z P S.
(Set B and σ of the cited lemma to Bk and ρk, then we have τρkppBkqκpkqq  ρk 1.)
Since ρ P T  B0, we have ρ  ρ0.
So it follows
E pXρ|Z0  zq ¤ lim
kÑ8
E
 
Xρk
Z0  z
(7.4.6)
¤ E

X lim
kÑ8
ρk
Z0  z
 E pXρ8 |Z0  zq for all z P S.
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(2): Let ρ, τ P T pF q such that ρ ¤ τ . We will show
E pXτ |Z0  zq ¤ E pXρ|Z0  zq for all z P S.
Define
ρk : ρ1 tρτu   1 tρ τu
8¸
n0
1 tρnuτn 1pB
kq for all k P N0,
ρ8 : ρ1 tρτu   1 tρ τu
8¸
n0
1 tρnuτn 1pF q.
Then we have ρ ¤ ρk ¤ ρk 1 ¤ ρ8 ¤ τ for all k P N0 and lim
kÑ8
ρk  ρ8.
Furthermore we have
ρ  1  n  1 ¤ τn 1pF q  ρ8 on tρ   τu X tρ  nu for all n P N0,
hence
ρ  1 ¤ ρ8 on
8¥
n0
tρ  nu Y tρ   τu  tρ  τu .(7.11.6)
Let pZ 1nqnPN0 be an independent copy of pZnqnPN0 and
for all p P N0 and B P S let τ 1ppBq  inf
 
q ¥ p ; Z 1q P B
(
.
Let n P N0 and k P N0.
Since ρ P T pF q we have Zρ P F on tρ   8u and thus
tρ  nu X tρ   τu  tZn P F u

!
Zn P pB
kqκpkqq
)

$&%gpZnq ¥ E
τ 11pBkq1¹
i0
αpZ 1iq
gpZ 1τ 1n 1pBkqq
Z 10  Zn
,.- ,
hence we have for all z P S»
tρn τu
XρkdPz 
»
tρn τu
τn 1pBkq1¹
i0
αpZiq
gpZτn 1pBkqqdPz

»
tρn τu
E
τ 11pBkq1¹
i0
αpZ 1iq
gpZ 1τ 1n 1pBkqq
Z 10  Zn
n1¹
i0
αpZiqdPz
¤
»
tρn τu
gpZnq
n1¹
i0
αpZiqdPz

»
tρn τu
XρdPz.
By dominated convergence follows
E pXρk |Z0  zq ¤ E pXρ|Z0  zq for all z P S.
Letting k Ñ8 we obtain
E pXρ8 |Z0  zq ¤ E pXρ|Z0  zq for all z P S.(7.11.7)
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Define ρ0  ρ and ρk  pρk1q8 for all k P N. Then obviously ρ ¤ ρk ¤ ρk 1 ¤ τ , and
ρk P T pF q for all k P N. Hence we have by (7.11.6) lim
kÑ8
ρk  τ .
It follows for all z P S
E pXτ |Z0  zq  E

X lim
kÑ8
ρk
Z0  z
 (7.4.6) limkÑ8E  Xρk Z0  z (7.11.7)¤ E pXρ|Z0  zq .
(3): Let j P N0 and σ P T
 
B0

with σ ¥ j. By (1), there exists τ P T pF q with τ ¥ σ such that
E pXσ|Z0  zq ¤ E pXτ |Z0  zq for all z P S.
Obviously we have τ ¥ j and thus τjpF q ¤ τ due to τ P T pF q. Hence it follows by (2)
E pXσ|Z0  zq ¤ E pXτ |Z0  zq ¤ E

XτjpF q
Z0  z	 for all z P S.
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8 Markovian Case with Random Discounting
and Finite State Space
In this chapter we consider the Markovian case with random discounting as discussed in Sec-
tion 7 (page 67) and assume additionally finite state space. The algorithm requires the calcula-
tion of many conditional expectations. We show in this section that these expectations can be
calculated by solving linear equations under the given assumptions. Numerical examples can
be found in Section 9 (page 84).
8.1 Setting
We continue with the setting of Setting 7.2 (page 68) and additionally assume finite S.
Let Π be the transition matrix and define Ψ by Ψz,y : αpzq Πz,y for all z, y P S.
Define for all p P N and all B P S
h1B,p : S ÝÑ R, z ÞÝÑ E
 
XτppBq
Z0  z  E
g  ZτppBq τppBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  z
.
8.2 Theorem
For all B P S, p P N and z P S we have
h1B,ppzq 
¸
yPS
pΨpqz,y h
1
B,0pyq.
Proof: Let B P S.
We have for all p P N and z P S
h1B,ppzq  E
g  ZτppBq τppBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  z

 αpzqE
g  ZτppBq τppBq1¹
j1
αpZiq
Z0  z

 αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqE
g  ZτppBq τppBq1¹
j1
αpZiq
Z1  y, Z0  z

M.C.

¸
yPS
αpzqP pZ1  y | Z0  zqE
g  Zτp1pBq τp1pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  y


¸
yPS
αpzqΠz,yE
g  Zτp1pBq τp1pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  y


¸
yPS
Ψz,yE
g  Zτp1pBq τp1pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  y


¸
yPS
Ψz,yh1B,p1pyq.
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Hence we have
h1B,p  Ψ  h
1
B,p1.
By induction we have for all p P N
h1B,p  Ψ
p  h1B,0,
hence for all p P N and z P S we have
h1B,ppzq 
¸
yPS
pΨpqz,yhB,0pyq.
8.3 Corollar
Using the definitions of Setting 7.2 (page 68) we have for all B P S and D  N
BD 
#
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
pPD
¸
yPS
pΨpqz,y h
1
B,0pyq
+
.
Proof: Due to the definitions in Setting 8.1 (page 80) the iterative step is performed for all
B P S and D  N by
BD 
#
z P B ; gpzq ¥ sup
pPD
h1B,ppzq
+
,
so the statement follows by Theorem 8.2 (page 80).
8.4 FII by Solving Linear Equations1
Let B P S and assume
for all z P S prαpzq   1s or rP pτ0pBq   8 | Z0  zq  1sq .(8.4.1)
Then h1B,0 is the unique solution of the system of linear equations which is constructed in the
following:
Define the vector b by
bi :
#
1 i P B,
0 i R B,
for all i P S,
the vector d by
di : bi  gpiq for all i P S
and the matrix A by
Ai,j : δi,j  p1 biqΨi,j for all i, j P S.
Proof: For all h P RS we have by definition
d  Ahðñ @z P B hpzq  gpzq ^ @z R B hpzq  αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqhpyq.
Now we prove in two steps that
!
h P RS ; d  Ah
)

!
h1B,0
)
.
1[Irl09, part 2 and part 3]
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Proof of
!
h1B,0
)

!
h P RS ; d  Ah
)
:
For all z P B we have Z0  z P B and thus τ0pBq  0 and
τ0pBq1±
j0
αpZiq  1, hence
h1B,0pzq  E
g  Zτ0pBq τ0pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  z
 E pg pZ0q  1|Z0  zq  g pzq
and for all z R B we have
h1B,0pzq  E
g  Zτ0pBq τ0pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  z

 αpzqE
g  Zτ0pBq τ0pBq1¹
j1
αpZiq
Z0  z

 αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqE
g  Zτ1pBq τ1pBq1¹
j1
αpZiq
Z1  y

M.C.
 αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqE
g  Zτ0pBq τ0pBq1¹
j0
αpZiq
Z0  y

 αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqh
1pyq.
So we have d  Ah1B,0.
Proof of
 h P RS ; d  Ah(  1:
By (8.4.1) we have
αpzq   1

or

z R B ñ
¸
yRB
Πz,y   1

for all z P S,
hence ¸
yRB
Ψz,y  αpzq
¸
yRB
Πz,y   1 for all z R B.(8.4.2)
We look at the corresponding homogeneous system of linear equations. Hence consider some
h P RS with 0  Ah. It is obvious that for all y P B we have hpyq  0. For all z R B we have
hpzq  αpzq
¸
yPS
P pZ1  y | Z0  zqhpyq

¸
yRB
αpzqP pZ1  y | Z0  zqhpyq

¸
yRB
Ψz,yhpyq.
We have for all z R B
|hpzq| 
¸
yRB
Ψz,yhpyq
 ¤ ¸
yRB
Ψz,y |hpyq|
¤
¸
yRB
Ψz,y max t |hpxq| ; x R Bu
¤ max t |hpxq| ; x R Bu
¸
yRB
Ψz,y.
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Hence
max t |hpxq| ; x R Bu ¤ max t |hpxq| ; x R Bu
¸
yRB
Ψz,y.
Due to (8.4.2) we have
0  max t |hpxq| ; x R Bu
¸
yRB
Ψz,y.
Hence h  0 and the solution for the homogenous system is unique and thus the solution for
the inhomogeneous system is unique as well.
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9 Numerical Examples
In the section we give some numerical examples for the Markovian case with constant discount-
ing (see Part 6.3.3 (page 65)) and finite state space using the technique shown in Section 8
(page 80). At first this is done for κ  t1u in Part 9.2 (page 85) and then (using the definitions
of Setting 7.2 (page 68)) for more arbitrary κ : N ÝÑ PotpNq in Part 9.3 (page 87).
9.1 Setting
The examples we focus on in this section are the same as in [Irl06, part 4], but here the technique
used is different.
Consider t0, ..., 20u  t0, ..., 20u as the state space for the chain and a payoff function g with
gpz, nq  αnfpzq with fpp5, 5qq  10, fpp5, 15qq  fpp15, 15qq  0, fppx, yqq  5 otherwise. The
transition probabilities are given in the form
ppx  1, y | x, yq  0.5  px, ppx 1, y | x, yq  0.5  p1 pxq,
ppx, y   1 | x, yq  0.5  py, ppx, y  1 | x, yq  0.5  p1 pyq,
with reflecting boundaries.
For better understanding the following graphic shows the undiscounted pay-offs:
 0  5  10  15  20  0
 5
 10
 15
 20
 0
 2
 4
 6
 8
 10
Undiscounted Pay-Offs
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9.2 Results for κ  t1u
With a discount-factor α  0.981{20 our program recommends a stopping rule visible in the
next picture. The stopping points are big squares.
 0
 5
 10
 15
 20
 0  5  10  15  20
Stopping-Points of the best calculated stopping rule
Using this stopping rule our expected values are the optimal values shown in the next picture:
 0  5  10  15  20  0
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 10
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 20
 0
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 4
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 8
 10
Expected Values
The number of iterations and the time for the calculation depends on κ, but this did not
influence the result.
Nevertheless in other examples we found out that due to machine precision the powers of the
transition matrix could not be calculated exactly enough, so even the results changed to too
small or too big stopping areas.
For constant κ equivalent to t1u the program is doing the problem above within 19 iterations
and 0.16 seconds.
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With α  0.99 and κ  t1u the following result appears within 6 iterations and 0.04 seconds.
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Pay-Offs
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Stopping Points of the Recommended Stopping Rule
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Expected Values, when using the stopping rule above
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The results above are similar to those of Irle shown in [Irl06, part 4], where they were calculated
by simulation studies.
The speed of the example above is so high that the effect of changing κ cannot be examined
therein. Thus we will increase the resolution by factor 10 in each dimension to study the effect
of κ, hence we study a state space of t0, ..., 200ut0, ..., 200u with pay-off 10 at p50, 50q, pay-off
0 at p50, 150q and p150, 150q. We set α  0.9999 so that we have a trivial optimal stopping rule
of stopping at p50, 150q, p150, 150q and their four sourrounding points as well as at p50, 50q and
continuing at all other points.
9.3 Influence of κ
Using the definitions of Setting 7.2 (page 68) we will examine more arbitrary κ : N ÝÑ PotpNq.
At first we will examine κ  N¤k with some k P N in the text and graphics called “kappa”.
 10000
 100000
 0  5  10  15  20  25  30
ms
ec
kappa
Runtime of the algorithm (in log-scale) plotted against kappa
The largest value of kappa we could examine was 28. At larger values the amount of space
needed for storing the powers of the transition matrix explodes and exceeds the RAM-size of
1 GB. The algorithm slows significantly down due to hard disc accesses for reading the matrix
powers.
We have a look at the time needed to calculate the powers of the transition matrix. There is a
logarithmic dependency on kappa.
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Runtime (in log-scale) for calculating powers of the transition matrix plotted against kappa.
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Number of iterations plotted against kappa.
The number of iterations increases with kappa decreasing.
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In each iteration we have to solve a linear equation independent of κ and hence independent of
kappa. We can see in the example above a more or less linear dependency between the runtime
for solving linear equation and the total runtime for the first five points when encountered from
right to left. These points are related to kappa going from 1 to 5. The points on the left, more
or less one above the other, are related to higher inefficient values of kappa. The number of
iterations is strongly correlated with the runtime for solving linear equations and merely related
to the exact problem.
We have also done some tests with more arbitrary κ : N ÝÑ PotpNq. The time needed for doing
the nth iteration does mostly depend on the size of κpnq, the set itself does not really influence
the runtime.
Consider the algorithm is doing n iterations. If 1 R κpnq then in our tests the resulting stopping
area was often larger then the optimal stopping area, since going one more step was better, but
going more than one step was not, but this improvement could not be found by the algorithm,
since 1 R κpnq. But given 1 P κpnq (and sufficiently high machine precision) in our tests the
final result was always the optimal stopping area.
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10 Monotone Case
This chapter examines the term “monotone case” which appears manifold in the literature. By
FII Algorithm we can reprove the well known result that in the monotone case the myopic rules
are optimal (under weak conditions) and we will enlarge this result to some more stopping rules
appearing naturally within FII Algorithm, and adapt the result to the Markovian case.
In Definition 10.1 (page 90) we give an overview over common definitions in this field. We
show in Remark 10.2 (page 91) that these terms naturally appear in our model. We enlarge the
common terms by the concept of m-monotone and m-stages look-ahead rules in Definition 10.3
(page 91). Is an m-monotone problem also p-monotone? If p ¥ m this is true as shown in
Lemma 10.4 (page 92), otherwise it is in general not true as shown in Lemma 10.6 (page 93).
We show that m-monotone implies optimality of the m-stages look-ahead rules under weak
conditions in Theorem 10.8 (page 94). In Part 10.10 (page 95) we give an adaption of this to
the Markovian case. (In this chapter we concentrate on the infinite case, but the results can be
easily transferred to the finite case.)
10.1 Definition
In [CRS71] and in [Irl79] a problem is called monotone iff
tXn ¥ E pXn 1|Anqu  tXn 1 ¥ E pXn 2|An 1qu for all n P N0
and ¤
nPN0
tXn ¥ E pXn 1|Anqu  Ω.
Further it is called weakly monotone in [Irl79] iff"
Xn ¥ sup
k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*

"
Xn 1 ¥ sup
k¥1
E pXn 1 k|An 1q
*
for all n P N0
and ¤
nPN0
"
Xn ¥ sup
k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
 Ω.
The stopping rules
min tn ¥ l ; Xn ¥ E pXn 1|Anqu , l P N0
are called one-stage look-ahead rules or shortly myopic rules.
The stopping rules
min
"
n ¥ l ; Xn ¥ sup
k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
, l P N0
are called one-time look-ahead rules.
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10.2 Remark: Appearance in the above Model
The definitions recapitulated in Definition 10.1 (page 90) can be found in the above model.
Consider Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding.
• τ p1q depends on κp0q. If κp0q  1, then it is a family of one-stage look-ahead rules, if
κp0q  8, then it is a family of one-time look-ahead rules.
• Cp1q depends also on κp0q.
Given κp0q  1 the problem is monotone iff¤
nPN0
Cp1qn  Ω, C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0.
Given κp0q  8 the problem is weakly monotone iff¤
nPN0
Cp1qn  Ω, C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0.
10.3 Definition and Remark:
m-monotone and m-stages look-ahead rules
The above remark gives reason to the following definition:
For all m P NY t8u we will call a problem m-monotone iff"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*

"
Xn 1 ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn 1 k|An 1q
*
for all n P N0
and ¤
nPN0
"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
 Ω.
With this definition the expressions “monotone” and “1-monotone” are equivalent as well as
the definitions “weakly monotone” and “8-monotone”.
For all m P NY t8u we will call the stopping rules
min
"
n ¥ l ; Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
, l P N0
m-stages look-ahead rules.
With this definition the expression “one-time look-ahead rules” becomes equivalent to “infinite-
stages look-ahead rules”.
Consider Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding.
Then the problem is κp0q-monotone iff¤
nPN0
Cp1qn  Ω and C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0,
furthermore τ p1q is a family of κp0q-stages look-ahead rules.
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10.4 Lemma: m-monotone
Consider m P N.
If a problem is m-monotone, then for all p P N0 Y t8u with m ¤ p we have"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*

#
Xn ¥ sup
p 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
+
for all n P N0
and hence the problem is p-monotone.
Proof: Consider an m-monotone problem, hence we have for all n P N0"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*

"
Xn 1 ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn 1 k|An 1q
*
.
Consider p P N0 Y t8u with m ¤ p and n P N0.
The inclusion “” is obvious.
Since the problem is m-monotone we have
Xn l ¥ E pXn l 1|Anq on
"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
for all l P N0.
It follows by induction
Xn ¥ E pXn l|Anq on
"
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
for all l P N0.
Thus we have the inclusion “”.
Hence a monotone problem (1-monotone) is weakly monotone (8-monotone).
10.5 Conclusion
Consider Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding.
Consider m P N and a m-monotone problem. Then we have for every κp0q ¥ m¤
nPN0
Cp1qn  Ω, C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0.
Proof: For every κp0q ¥ m we know by Lemma 10.4 (page 92) that the problem is κp0q-
monotone. The result follows by Definition 10.3 (page 91).
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10.6 Counter-Example: m-monotone
Consider m, p P NY t8u with p   m.
Being m-monotone does in general not imply being p-monotone.
Proof: Set l : m if m   8 and l : p  1 otherwise.
Consider e.g. X with X1  0, X1 k  1 for all k P N with k   l, Xl k  1k for all k P N.
Hence X is pointwise constant and of the form p0,1,1, ...,1,1, 1, 12 ,
1
3 ,
1
4 , ...q.
For all n P N with n ¤ l we have n  1 ¤ l   1 ¤ m  1   n m  1 and thus
t0,1u Q Xn   1  Xl 1 ¤ sup
m 1¡k¥1
Xn k  sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq ,
hence "
Xn ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXn k|Anq
*
 Ø.
For all n P N and k P N with k   m  1
Xl n 
1
n
¥
1
n  k
 Xl n k,
thus
Xl n ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
Xl n k  sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXl n k|Al nq ,
hence "
Xl n ¥ sup
m 1¡k¥1
E pXl n k|Al nq
*
 Ω.
Obviously the problem is m-monotone.
We have for all k P N with k   m  1
t0,1u Q Xlp ¥ 1  Xlp k,
hence
sup
p 1¡k¥1
Xlp k  sup
p 1¡k¥1
E pXlp k|Alpq
and
Xlp 1  1   1  Xl 1  Xlp 1 p  sup
p 1¡k¥1
Xlp 1 k  sup
p 1¡k¥1
E pXlp 1 k|Alp 1q ,
hence
Ω 
#
Xlp ¥ sup
p 1¡k¥1
E pXlp k|Alpq
+
and
Ø 
#
Xlp 1 ¥ sup
p 1¡k¥1
E pXlp 1 k|Alp 1q
+
.
Since Ω  Ø the problem is not p-monotone.
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10.7 Lemma
Choose any κp0q and κp1q. (Cp1q depends on κp0q and Cp2q on κp0q and κp1q.)
If
Cp1qn  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0,
then we have
Cp1q  Cp2q.
Proof: Assume Cp1qn  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0. Obviously we have C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n k for all n, k P N0.
Consider n P N0. Since τ p1q and Cp1q are corresponding we have by Theorem 2.3 (page 19)
Cp1qn  C
p1q
n k 
!
τ
p1q
n k  n  k
)
for all k P N.
Hence on Cp1qn we have
E

X
τ
p1q
n k
An
  E pXn k|Anq for all k P N.
We have thus
Cp2qn  C
p1q
n X
£!!
E

X
τ
p1q
p
An	 ¤ Xn) ; n ¤ p   min tn  κp1q, Nu   1)
 Cp1qn X
£
ttE pXp|Anq ¤ Xnu ; n ¤ p   min tn  κp1q, Nu   1u
 Cp1qn X ΩX
£!
Cp1qp ; n  1 ¤ p   min tn  κp1q, Nu   1
)
 Cp1qn .
10.8 Theorem
Consider m P NY t8u, a m-monotone problem and Assumption 5.2 (page 50).
Then for each p P NY t8u with p ¥ m the family of p-stages look-ahead rules is optimal.
Proof: Consider Cp0q  Ω and τ p0q and Cp0q corresponding and κp0q : κp1q : p. By Conclu-
sion 10.5 (page 92) we have¤
nPN0
Cp1qn  Ω, C
p1q
n  C
p1q
n 1 for all n P N0.
Then we have by Lemma 10.7 (page 94)
Cp1q  Cp2q.
By Remark 5.14 (page 61) we have the optimality of τ p8q.
Further we have by Conclusion 5.12 (page 60)
τ p1q  τ p8q.
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10.9 Lemma
nPN0
C
p1q
n  Ω implies τ
p1q
n finite for all n P N0.
Proof: Assume there is n P N0 and ω P Ω with τ
p1q
n pωq  8. We have
8  τ p1qn pωq  inf
!
p P N0 ; 1Cp1qp pωq  1
)
 inf
!
p P N0 ; ω P Cp1qp
)
,
hence
Ø 
!
p P N0 ; ω P Cp1qp
)
.
So we have ω R

nPN0
C
p1q
n  Ω, a contradiction.
10.10 Markov Case
In Section 6 (page 62) we discussed the Markovian case. As in that section let pZnqnPN0 be a
time-homogeneous Markov process with respect to the underlying filtration with state space
pS,Sq and the FII algorithm only has to work in the systems of subsets of the state space S.
Assume further that we have a payoff pXnqnPN0 such that our improvement step can be done
in the way of Setting 7.2 (page 68) for all k P N by
Sk
def.
 tz P S ; gpzq ¥ sup tE pXl|Z0  zq ; l P N¤kuu .
This is the case in all examples within Section 6 (page 62).
For all k P NY t8u we will call a problem k-monotone iff
P

Z1 P S
k
Z0  z	  1 for all z P Sk,
and the k-stages look-ahead rule is τ0pSkq.
Consider k P N. The results shown above for the general case in Lemma 10.4 (page 92) and
Lemma 10.6 (page 93) can be easily transferred to the Markovian case: A problem being k-
monotone is l-monotone if l ¥ k and in general not l-monotone if l   k. If a problem is
k-monotone then we have P
 
τ0pS
kq  1
Z0  z  1 for all z P Sk and hence τ0pSkq is
optimal (given conditions (7.2.1) and (7.4.6)).
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11 Example: No-Information Version
of the Best Choice Problem
with Random Population Size
In this chapter we consider the best choice problem, also called secretary, beauty contest,
dowry or marriage problem. We consider the no-information version with a random number of
observations. Given these constraints the problem was posed first by Presman and Sonin, see
[PS73]. Here we use a setting based on and compatible with that in [Irl80, part 1]. Neither
recall nor uncertainty of selection is allowed, one choice must be made. The relative ranks of
the items are observed sequentially with the object of selecting the absolut best one.
First we give the setting in Part 11.1 (page 96) and Part 11.2 (page 97). In [Irl80, part 3] we
find some examples of how the FII Algorithm works in this setting. We found out that these
examples have a common structure, which is general and independent of the examples.
We will show in Theorem 11.13 (page 104) that for each k P N0 the Cpkq P PotpΩqN of the
algorithm can be expressed by some Bpkq  N (when starting with Cp0q : Ω), a noteworthy
simplification.
We will further show (in Lemma 11.10 (page 101)) that the algorithmic step of going from some
C to Cκ by calculating certain conditional expectations (as defined in Lemma 5.10 (page 53))
can be done by going from B to Bκ by direct evaluation of a function given in an analytic
form (defined in Setting 11.3 (page 97)).
11.1 General Setting
Consider some p P r0, 1sN with
°8
i1 pi  1.
For all k P N define
Ωk : tσ : N¤k ÝÑ N¤k ; σ bijectiveu .
Define Ω :

kPN Ωk, A : PotpΩq and P : A ÝÑ r0, 1s by
P ptωuq 
pk
k!
for all ω P Ωk and k P N.
Define N : Ω ÝÑ N as the mapping of each ω onto the unique k P N with ω P Ωk.
The maximal possible size of the population is of importance for the following considerations,
hence define
n0 : inf tn P N ; P ptN ¤ nuq  1u
and use the convention that the infimum of an empty set is infinity, hence
n0 P NY t8u .
For all i P N define
Ai : Ω ÝÑ N, ω ÞÝÑ
#
ωi if k P N exists with ω P Ωk and i ¤ k
8 otherwise,
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and
Ri : Ω ÝÑ N, ω ÞÝÑ
#
|tj P N ; j ¤ i, ωj ¤ ωiu| if k P N exists with ω P Ωk and i ¤ k
8 otherwise.
For all k P N define Ak : σptRi ; i P N¤kuq.
For all k P N let qk : NY t8u ÝÑ R¥0 with qkp8q  0.
For all k P N let Xk : E pqkpAkq|Akq
N is the number of available elements.
qkpiq is the payoff you get, if you stop at the kth element and this has the absolut rank i.
Ri is the relative rank and Ai the absolute rank of the ith element.
They are both infinite iff the number of available elements is strictly smaller than i.
11.2 Special Setting
Consider some d Ps0, 1s.
For all k P N and i P NY t8u let qkpiq : δi,1dk.
Here the best choice is maximizing the possibility of having the best of all possible candidates.
11.3 Definitions and Remarks
• Define
ϕ : N N ÝÑ R¥0, pn, rq ÞÝÑ
$'&'%
n
P pN ¥ nq
n0¸
in
pi
i
if P pN ¥ nq ¡ 0 and r  1
0 otherwise.
We have by Lemma 11.4 (page 98) below
Xk  E pqkpAkq|Akq  dkP pAk  1|Akq  dkϕpk,Rkq for all k P N.
• Since 
nPN

k¥n
tRk  8u  Ω we have 0  lim
nÑ8
Xn pointwise, so by defining
X8 : 0
we have X8  lim sup
nÑ 8 k ¥ n
Xk.
By Lemma 5.6 (page 51) the assumptions (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) are true.
• Define stopping areas for all B  N n0 and n P NY t8u by
CnpBq :
$'&'%
tRn P t1,8uu if n P B
Ω if n ¥ n0
tRn  8u otherwise.
In the examples examined in [Irl80, part 3] the appearing stopping areas were all of this
kind. We will show in the sequel that this was not due to the examples, it’s a general
result for this best choice problem.
Define a sequence of stopping areas for all B  N n0 by
CpBq : pCnpBqqnPNYt8u.
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Hence we have constructed for each B  N n0 some CpBq P C. In Theorem 11.13
(page 104) we show that for each k P N there is some Bpkq  N n0 such that Cpkq 
CpBpkqq (when starting with Cp0q : Ω).
• Using the same definitions as in Definition 5.8 (page 52) we have for all B  N n0 and
n P N0
τnpCpBqq  pn_ n0q ^ inf tl P NX rn, n0r ; Rl  8u
^ inf tl P B X rn, n0r ; Rl  1u ,
and thus
τ1pCpBqq  n0 ^ inf tl P N n0 ; Rl  8u
^ inf tl P B ; Rl  1u .
• As mentioned above the algorithmic step can be done by calculating for some B a Bκ
by using a deterministic function in analytical form as follows.
Define
(using the convention that an empty sum is zero and an empty product is one)
a : N n0  r0, 1s  PotpN n0q  N ÝÑ R,
pn, d,B, jq ÞÝÑ
n0¸
ln
pl
l
ndn  ¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
.
Hence for all n P N n0 and j P N we have
apn, d,N n0 , jq 
n0¸
ln
pl
l

ndn  pn  j  1q
l¸
in j
di
i 1

.(11.3.1)
Define1 further for all κ P NY t8u
(using the convention that the infimum of an empty set is infinity)
aκ : N n0  r0, 1s  PotpN n0q ÝÑ RY t8,8u ,
pn, d,Bq ÞÝÑ inf tapn, d,B, jq ; j P N with j   κ  1u .
Define for all κ P NY t8u and B  N n0
Bκ : tn P B ; aκpn, d,Bq ¥ 0u .
11.4 Lemma
For all n P N we have
P pAn  1|Anq  P pAn  1|Rn  1q  1 tRn1u
and if P pN ¥ nq ¡ 0 we also have
P pAn  1|Rn  1q 
n
P pN ¥ nq
n0¸
in
pi
i
.
Proof: A well-known result of the theory of best-choice problems.
1 In [Irl80, part 3] this function had been used and defined only for B  N n0 and κ  1.
The expressions a1pn, d,N n0 , 1q and apn, d,N n0 , 1q herein are equal to n  cnpdq therein.
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11.5 Lemma
Let n P N n0 , B  N n0 , j P N. We have
E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An	  ¸
iPBYtn0u
i¥n j
diϕpi, 1q  P pRi  1, Rk  1 for all k P B X rn  j, ir|Anq.
Proof: We have for all i P N with n  j ¤ i ¤ n0
E

Xi1 tiτn jpCpBqqu
An	
 E

diϕpi, Riq1 tiτn jpCpBqqu
An	
 E

diϕpi, 1q1 tRi1u1 tiτn jpCpBqqu
An	
 diϕpi, 1q  P pi  τn jpCpBqq, Ri  1|Anq
 diϕpi, 1q  P pi  inf tp P B Y tn0u ; p ¥ n  j, Rp  1u , Ri  1|Anq

#
diϕpi, 1q  P pRi  1, Rk  1 for all k P B X rn  j, ir|Anq if i P B Y tn0u
0 otherwise.
Hence we have
E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An	
 E

8¸
in j
Xi1 tiτn jpCpBqqu
An


¸
iPBYtn0u
i¥n j
diϕpi, 1q  P pRi  1, Rk  1 for all k P B X rn  j, ir|Anq.
11.6 Lemma
For all finite sets I  N and b P NI with bi ¤ i for all i P I we have
P p@ i P I Ri  bi|N ¥ max Iq 
¹
iPI
1
i
.
11.7 Lemma
For all finite sets I  N and D P PotpNqI with Di  N¤i for all i P I we have
P p@ i P I Ri P Di|N ¥ max Iq 
¹
iPI
|Di|
i
.
Proof: By Lemma 11.6 (page 99).
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11.8 Lemma
Let B  N n0 , n, i P N with n   i ¤ n0, j P N. Then we have
P pRi  1^ @ k P B X rn  j, ir Rk  1|Rn  1q 
P pN ¥ iq
i
1
P pN ¥ nq
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
.
Proof: We have
P pRn  1q  P pRn   8q  P pRn  1|Rn   8q 
1
n
P pN ¥ nq
and
P pRi  1^ @ k P B X rn  j, ir Rk  1^Rn  1q
 P pRi   8q  P pRi  1^Rn  1^ @ k P B X rn  j, ir Rk  1|Ri   8q
11.7
 P pRi   8q 
1
i
1
n
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k


1
n
P pN ¥ iq
i
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
.
11.9 Lemma
Let B  N n0 , n P B, j P N, ω P tRn  1u. We have
Xn  E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An		 pωq ¥ 0 ðñ apn, d,B, jq ¥ 0.
Proof: For any sequence pciqiPN we have¸
iPpBYtn0uqXrn j,n0s
di

ϕpi, 1q 
P pN ¥ iq
i


ci
11.3

¸
iPpBYtn0uqXrn j,n0s
di

n0¸
li
pl
l

ci(11.9.1)

n0¸
ln
pl
l
¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
dici.
Since n   n0 we have P pN ¥ nq ¡ 0 and hence we have
Xn  E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An		 pωq
11.5
 dnϕpn, 1q 
¸
iPpBYtn0uqXrn j,n0s
diϕpi, 1q  P pRi  1,@ k P B X rn  j, ir Rk  1|Anqpωq
11.8
 dnϕpn, 1q 
¸
iPpBYtn0uqXrn j,n0s
diϕpi, 1q 
P pN ¥ iq
i
1
P pN ¥ nq
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
(11.9.1)

(11.4)
1
P pN ¥ nq
n0¸
ln
pl
l

ndn 
¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k

(11.3)

1
P pN ¥ nq
apn, d,B, jq.
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11.10 Theorem2
For all B  N n0 , κ P NY t8u we have
pCpBqqκ  CpBκq,
where the first κ is defined in Definition 5.8 (page 52), while the latter κ as well as the mapping
C is defined in Setting 11.3 (page 97).
Proof: Let B  N n0 and n P N.
On tRn 1  8u we have Xk  0 for all k P N with k ¡ n,
hence we have τn jpCpBqq  n  j ¡ n for all j P N and thus
Xτn jpCpBqq  0 and Xn  E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An	 ¥ 0 for all j P N.
This shows
tRn  8u  tRn 1  8u  pCpBqq
κ
n .(11.10.1)
Case of n ¥ n0:
We have CnpBq  Ω and tRn 1  8u  Ω. Hence
pCpBqqκn  Ω.
Case of n P B:
We have CnpBq  tRn P t1,8uu.
For all ω P tRn  1u we have by Lemma 11.9 (page 100) the following equivalence:
ω P pCpBqqκn
def.
ðñ

Xn  E

Xτn jpCpBqq
An		 pωq ¥ 0 for all j P N with j   κ  1
11.9
ðñ apn, d,B, jq ¥ 0 for all j P N with j   κ  1
by def.
ðñ aκpn, d,Bq ¥ 0
def.
ðñ n P Bκ.
Hence we have
tRn  1u  pCpBqqκn ðñ n P B
κ
and
tRn  8u
(11.10.1)
 pCpBqqκn
by def.
 CnpBq
def.
 tRn P t1,8uu .
Hence we have by
pCpBqqκn 
#
tRn P t1,8uu if n P Bκ
tRn  8u otherwise.
Case of n   n0 and n R B:
We have
CnpBq
def.
 tRn  8u
(11.10.1)
 pCpBqqκn
by def.
 CnpBq,
hence
pCpBqqκn  tRn  8u .
2For κ  1 and B  N n0 this can be found in [Irl80, 3.2] with n  cnpdq  apn, d,N n0 , 1q  apn, d,N n0q.
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11.11 Theorem3
Assume Cp0qn : Ω and τ
p0q
n : n for all n P NY t8u.
Then we have
Cp1q  CpN n0q,
where the left-hand side is defined in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) and the mapping C on the right
in Setting 11.3 (page 97).
Proof: It is enough to show that
• for all n P N n0 we have Cp1qn  tRn P t1,8uu and
• for all n P N¥n0 we have Cp1qn  Ω.
Define B : N n0 . First let n P N0 with n0 ¤ n.
Since Rk  8 for all k P N0 with n0   1 ¤ k follows
E

X
τ
p0q
n j
An
  E pXn j |Anq  0 for all j P N with j   κp1q   1,
hence
Xn  E

X
τ
p0q
n j
An
  Xn ¥ 0 for all j P N with j   κp1q   1.
Thus we have Cp1qn  Ω for all n P N0 with n0 ¤ n.
Next let n P N with n   n0.
We have P pN ¥ nq ¡ 0.
On tRn  8u we have Rk  8 for all k P N0 with n ¤ k.
Hence
Xn  E

X
τ
p0q
n j
An
 ¥ 0 for all j P N with j   κpkq   1.
Thus we have tRn  8u  C
p1q
n .
Now consider some ω P tRn   8u and some j P N with j   κpkq   1.
If n  j ¡ n0, then we have E pXn j |Anq pωq  0, hence pXn  E pXn j |Anqqpωq ¥ 0.
So assume n  j ¤ n0. Then we have
E pϕpn  j, Rn jq|Anq pωq
 ϕpn  j, 1qP pRn j  1|Anqpωq
 ϕpn  j, 1qP pRn j  1|Rn   8q
 ϕpn  j, 1qP pRn j  1|Rn j   8q
P pRn j   8q
P pRn   8q


n  j
P pN ¥ n  jq
n0¸
in j
pi
i
ﬀ
1
n  j
P pN ¥ n  jq
P pN ¥ nq

1
P pN ¥ nq
n0¸
in j
pi
i
,
3For κ  1 this can be found in [Irl80, 3.1].
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hence
E pXn j |Anq pωq  dn jE pϕpn  j, Rn jq|Anq pωq

1
P pN ¥ nq
dn j
n0¸
in j
pi
i
(11.11.1)

dn
P pN ¥ nq
dj
n0¸
in j
pi
i
.
If ω P tRn  1u X tRn   8u we have Xnpωq
11.3
 dnϕpn,Rnqpωq  0 and E pXn j |Anq pωq ¡ 0,
hence 
Xn  E

X
τ
p0q
n j
An

 pωq  pXn  E pXn j |Anqq pωq   0.
On tRn  1u we have
Xn
11.3
 dnϕpn, 1q

ndn
P pN ¥ nq

n j1¸
in
pi
i
 
n0¸
in j
pi
i


dn
P pN ¥ nq

n
n j1¸
in
pi
i
  n
n0¸
in j
pi
i

and hence
P pN ¥ nq
dn
pXn  E pXn j |Anqq
11.11.1
 n
n j1¸
in
pi
i
  pn djqlooomooon
¥ n 1 ¥ 0

n0¸
in 1 j
pi
i
¥ 0.
Thus it follows 
Xn  E

X
τ
p0q
n j
An

 ¡ 0 on tRn  1u .
So we infer Cp1qn  tRn P t1,8uu for all n P N with n   n0.
Hence we have Cp1q  CpN n0q.
11.12 Setting Continued
Let κ : N ÝÑ NY t8u. Assume Cp0qn : Ω and τ p0qn : n for all n P NY t8u.
Define B1 : N n0 and for all k P N inductively with  defined in Setting 11.3 (page 97)
Bk 1  pBkqκpkqq.
Define further
B8 :
£
kPN
Bk.
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11.13 Theorem
For all k P N we have
Cpkq  CpBkq,
where the left-hand side is defined in Algorithm 2.13 (page 24) and the mapping C on the right
in Setting 11.3 (page 97).
τpCpB8qq is optimal.
Proof: We start the algorithm with Cp0q  Ω, but there is (except for the trivial case of n0  1)
no A  N with CpAq  Ω (see Definition 11.3 (page 97)). Hence the induction cannot start
with k  0. The induction start with k  1 is done in Theorem 11.11 (page 102). Thereby we
have Cp1q  CpN n0q  CpB1q. For the induction step4 consider k P N with Cpkq  CpBkq,
then we have
Cpk 1q
def
 pCpkqqκpkq
I.V.
 pCpBkqqκpkq
11.10
 CppBkqκpkqq
def
 CpBk 1q.
The second statement follows by the first with Remark 5.14 (page 61).
11.14 Lemma5
For all l P N n0 , B  N n0 , κ1, κ2 P NY t8u with κ2 ¤ κ1 we have
NX rl, n0r  Bκ1 ùñ NX rl, n0r  pBκ1qκ2 .
Proof: By Definition 11.3 (page 97) we have obviously for all n P N n0 , B  N n0 , j P N
apn, d,B, jq  apn, d,B X rn  j, n0r, jq
and hence for all κ P NY t8u
aκpn, d,Bq  aκpn, d,B X rn, n0rq.
Let l P N n0 , B  N n0 , κ1, κ2 P NY t8u with NX rl, n0r  Bκ1 . Let n P NX rl, n0r .
Then we have B X rn, n0r  NX rn, n0r  Bκ1 X rn, n0r .
Since n P Bκ1 we have
0 ¤ aκ1pn, d,Bq ¤ aκ2pn, d,Bq  aκ2pn, d,B
κ1q,
hence we have n P pBκ1qκ2 .
11.15 Lemma: Optimality6
Consider B  N n0 , k P N¥2 and some l P N with Bk  NX rl, n0r. Then we have
Bk  Bk 1.
Proof: By Lemma 11.14 (page 104) we have
Bk
11.12
 pBk1qκpkq  ppBk1qκpkqqκpkq.
The other inclusion is always true by definition. Using Lemma 11.14 (page 104), Theorem 11.13
(page 104), Conclusion 5.12 (page 60) and Theorem 5.11 (page 57) we infer τpCpBkqq is optimal.
Thus it follows by Lemma 5.9 (page 52) that Cpkq  Cpk 1q and hence Bk  Bk 1.
4The general induction step from k=1 to k=2 can be found in [Irl80, 3.2] with n  cnpdq  apn, d, 1,N n0q.
Further induction steps are done in [Irl80] for several examples individually.
5Generalisation of the ideas of [Irl80, Lemma 3.4], therein B  N n0 .
6For B  N n0 this can be found in [Irl80, Theorem 3.4].
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11.16 Lemma: Problem-Independent Positive Values of a7
Let n P N n0 , B  N n0 .
For all j P N with n0  2n ¤ j _ np1 dq ¥ dj we have apn, d,B, jq ¥ 0.(11.16.1)
Consider 2 ¤ n0   8.
Then we have
apn, d,B, n0  n 1q ¥ 0(11.16.2)
and for all κ P NY t8u
aκpn0  1, d, Bq ¥ 0.(11.16.3)
Proof: To prove (11.16.1) let j P N.
• If np1 dq ¥ dj , then we have d  1 and
¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
¤
l¸
in j
di  1
¤ dn j
8¸
i0
di  dndj
1
1 d
¤ ndn.
• If n0  n ¤ j, then
apn, d,B, jq 
n0¸
ln
pl
l
pndn  0q  ndn
n0¸
ln
pl
l
¥ 0.
• If n0  2n ¤ j   n0  n, then we have
n ¥ n0  n j 
n0¸
in j
1 ¥
n0¸
in j
din 
1
dn
n0¸
in j
di,
hence for all l P N with n ¤ l ¤ n0¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
¤
n0¸
in j
di  1 ¤ ndn.
Now consider 2 ¤ n0   8.
Then we have n ¤ 1, hence n0  2n ¤ n0  n 1.
And thus follows (11.16.2) by (11.16.1).
For all j P N we have n0  2pn0  1q  2 n0 ¤ 0 ¤ j,
hence by (11.16.1) apn0  1, d, B, jq ¥ 0.
Consider κ P NY t8u. By the definition of aκ we have (11.16.3).
11.17 Conclusion about a and aκ
Let B  Nn0 , n P B, κ P NY t8u. We have
aκpn, d,Bq ¥ 0
ðñ
apn, d,B, jq ¥ 0 for all j P N with j   κ^ pn0  2nq and np1 dq   dj .
Proof: This is a consequence of Lemma 11.16 (page 105).
7This is a generalisation of the text behind the proof of [Irl80, 3.6], therein only for j  1, and the ideas of
[Irl80, Lemma 3.3], therein only for B  N n0 .
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11.18 Remark
Let n P N, j P N with np1 dq ¥ dj . Then we have
@ n1 P N, j P N0 n ¤ n1, j ¤ j1 ùñ n1p1 dq ¥ dj
1
.
11.19 Lemma8
Let d   1, B  N n0 , κ P NY t8u. We have
B X

d
1 d
, n0

 Bκ.
Proof: Let n P B with d1d ¤ n   n0. Then for all j P N we have p1  dqn ¥ d
1 ¥ dj , hence
apn, d,B, jq ¥ 0. Thus we have aκpn, d,Bq ¥ 0, hence n P Bκ.
11.20 Conclusion: Reasonable Minimal Value for d
If d ¤ 12 we have B  B
κ for all B  N n0 , κ P NY t8u.
Proof: Let d ¤ 12 . Then 2d ¤ 1, hence d ¤ 1 d,
d
1d ¤ 1 and thus N n0 X r
d
1d , n0r  N n0 .
The rest follows by Lemma 11.19 (page 106).
11.21 Lemma: Bounded Values
Let n P N n0 , B  N n0 , j P N. Then we have
|apn, d,B, jq| ¤
n0¸
ln
pl ¤ 1.
Proof: For all i P rn  j, n0s we have di ¤ dn since d ¤ 1.
Hence we have
¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
¤
l¸
in j
di ¤
l¸
in j
dn ¤ l  dn.(11.21.1)
Define for all l P rn, n0s X N
cl :
1
l
ndn  ¸
iPrn j,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn j,ir
k  1
k
.
Obviously we have
1 ¤ dn 
1
l
pl  dn  1q
(11.21.1)
¤ cl ¤
1
l
ndn ¤ dn ¤ 1,
hence |cl| ¤ 1. So it follows that
|apn, d,B, jq| 
 n0¸
ln
plcl
 ¤ n0¸
ln
pl |cl| ¤
n0¸
ln
pl ¤
n0¸
l1
pl  1.
8Generalisation of [Irl80, text behind the proof of 3.6], therein j  1
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11.22 Conclusion: Bounded Values
The image of the function a is a subset of r1, 1s
and hence for all κ P NY t8u the image of aκ is a subset of r1, 1s Y t8u.
Proof: This is a consequence of Lemma 11.21 (page 106).
11.23 Lemma: Limit Value Zero9
Consider n0  8. Let B  N n0 . We have
lim
nÑ8
apn, d,B, jq  0 for all j P N
and hence for all κ : N ÝÑ NY t8u
lim
nÑ8
aκpnqpn, d,Bq  0.
Proof: Since lim
nÑ8
8°
ln
pl  0, this follows by Lemma 11.21 (page 106).
11.24 Theorem10
Let B  N n0 , κ P NY t8u.
Assume for all n P N n02 with np1 dq   d
aκpn, d,Bq
n
¥
aκpn  1, d, Bq
n  1
ùñ
aκpn  1, d, Bq
n  1
¥
aκpn  2, d, Bq
n  2
.
Then we have
Bκ  Ø(11.24.1)
or
there is l P B with Bκ  B X rl, n0r.(11.24.2)
Proof: Since this is obvious for n0 ¤ 2, consider n0 ¡ 2.
We will prove now
@ p P BzBκ @ k P Bκ k R sp, n0r.(11.24.3)
Suppose p P BzBκ. Since p R Bκ, we have aκpp, d,Bq   0.
Assume the existence of some k P Bκ with k   p, hence k P B and aκpk, d,Bq ¥ 0.
Then there is m P N with k ¤ m ¤ p and aκpm, d,Bq ¥ 0 ¡ aκpm  1, d, Bq.
If 2   n0   8, it follows by induction over n that aκpn0  1, d, Bq   0, contradicting (11.16.3).
If n0  8, it follows that lim
nÑ8
aκpn, d,Bq   0, contradicting Lemma 11.23 (page 107).
Now consider the situation of Bκ  Ø and let l be the minimal element of Bκ. Assume the
existence of some p P BzBκ with p ¡ l, then we have by (11.24.3) that Bκ  sp, n0r which is
a contradiction to the minimality of l. Hence we have Bκ  B X rl, n0r.
9Generalisation of [Irl80, Remark behind Lemma 3.3], therein for B  N n0
10Generalisation of [Irl80, Proposition 3.6.a], therein for B  N n0 .
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11.25 Theorem11
For all k P N we have Bk  Ø.
Proof: We will show this by induction.
By definition we have B1  N n0  Ø.
Let us first consider the case n0   8. By equation (11.16.3) we have aκpkqpn0  1, d, Bkq ¥ 0
for all k P N, hence it follows (due to n0  1 P N n0  B1) inductively that n0  1 P Bk for all
k P N.
Now let us consider the case n0  8. Let k P N with Bk  Ø. Assume for all n P Bk
that aκpkqpn, d,Bkq   0. Then we have Ø  Bk 1, hence Bk 2  Ø and thus Bk 1  Bk 2.
The assumptions made in Conclusion 5.12 (page 60) and Theorem 5.11 (page 57) are ob-
viously fulfilled.12 By the mentioned theorem and conlusion and Lemma 11.10 (page 101)
inf tp P N ; Rp  8u  τ0pCpØqq is optimal with E
 
Xτ0pCpØqq

 0. We have E pX1q ¡ 0, a
contradiction. Hence Bk 1  Ø.
11.26 Lemma
Let n P N n0 and B  N n0 with n  1 P B Y tn0u. Then we have
apn, d,B, 1q
n

apn  1, d, B, 1q
n  1

dn
n

pn   pnp1 dq  dq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l

,
hence
apn, d,B, 1q
n
¥
apn  1, d, B, 1q
n  1
iff pn ¥ pd np1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
.
Proof: We have
apn, d,B, 1q
n

1
n
n0¸
ln
pl
l
ndn  ¸
iPrn 1,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn 1,ir
k  1
k


dn
n
n0¸
ln
pl
l
n ¸
iPrn 1,lsXpBYtn0uq
din 
¹
kPBXrn 1,ir
k  1
k


dn
n
pn  
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
n d
¸
iPrn 2,lsXpBYtn0uq
din 
n
n  1
¹
kPBXrn 2,ir
k  1
kloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
C:


and
apn  1, d, B, 0q
n  1

1
n  1
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
pn  1qdn 1  ¸
iPrn 2,lsXpBYtn0uq
di 
¹
kPBXrn 2,ir
k  1
k


dn
n

n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
nd nn  1
¸
iPrn 2,lsXpBYtn0uq
din 
¹
kPBXrn 2,ir
k  1
kloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
C

.
11Generalisation of [Irl80, Lemma 3.3], therein k  2 and κ  1, hence it was shown that pN n0q  Ø.
12See Setting 11.3 (page 97) and [Irl80, part 3].
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Hence it follows
apn, d,B, 0q
n

apn  1, d, B, 0q
n  1

dn
n

pn  
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
pn d C  pnd Cqq


dn
n

pn   pnp1 dq  dq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l

.
11.27 Theorem: Deterministic Population Size13
If n0   8 and pn0  1, then
there is l P N n0 with B2  B8  NX rl, n0r.
Proof: By Lemma 11.15 (page 104) it is enough to show that there is l P N with
pN n0qκp1q  NX rl, n0r.
Therefore it suffices to show that we have
aκp1qpn, d,N n0q ¥ 0 ùñ aκp1qpn  1, d,N n0q ¥ 0 for all n P N with n  1   n0.
For all n P N n0 and j P N we have
apn, d,N n0 , jq
(11.3.1)

n0¸
ln
pl
l

ndn  pn  j  1q
l¸
in j
di
i 1


pn0
n0
pn  j  1q

n
n  j  1
dn 
n0¸
in j
di
i 1

and hence
apn, d,N n0 , jq ¥ 0 ðñ
n0¸
in j
di
i 1
¤
n
n  j  1
dn.(11.27.1)
Let n P N with n  1   n0 and assume aκp1qpn, d,N n0q ¥ 0.
Let j P N with j   n0  pn  1q and np1 dq   dj . Then we have
n dj   n np1 dq  nd(11.27.2)
and by Conclusion 11.17 (page 105)
apn, d,N n0 , jq ¥ 0.(11.27.3)
Then we have
n0¸
ipn 1q j
di
i 1

n0¸
in j
di
i 1

dn j
n  j  1
(11.27.3)
¤
(11.27.1)
n
n  j  1
dn 
dn j
n  j  1

n dj
n  j  1
dn
(11.27.2)
 
nd
n  j  1
dn  
pn  1q
pn  1q   j  1
dn 1.
Hence by (11.27.1) we have apn  1, d,N n0 , jq ¥ 0.
By Conclusion 11.17 (page 105) we have
aκp1qpn  1, d,N n0q ¥ 0.
13See also [Irl80, 3.5].
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11.28 Conclusion14
If
pn 1  pn k
n  k
¥
pn  pn k 1
n  k   1
for all k P N n0n and n P N n02(11.28.1)
or
pn ¤ pn 1 for all n P N n02,(11.28.2)
then B2  B8 and hence Cp2q  Cp8q.
Proof: If we have (11.28.2), then Lemma 11.26 (page 108) easily implies the assertion of
Theorem 11.24 (page 107) for B  B1  N n0 . Next we will show that (11.28.1) also implies
that assertion.
Hence assume (11.28.1) and let n P N n02 with np1 dq   d.
If pn  0 and
apn,d,B,0q
n ¥
apn 1,d,B,0q
n 1 , then
pn 1 ¥ 0  pn ¥ pd np1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
¥ pd np1 dqq
n0¸
ln 2
pl
l
hence we have apn 1,d,B,0qn ¥
apn 2,d,B,0q
n 1 by Lemma 11.26 (page 108).
By (11.28.1) with k  n0  n 1 and pn k 1  pn0 ¡ 0 we have
pn ¡ 0 implies pn 1 ¡ 0 .
Assume
apn, d,B, 0q
n
¥
apn  1, d, B, 0q
n  1
.
Then we have by Lemma 11.26 (page 108)
pn ¥ pd np1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
.
We have
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l  pn
¥
n0n¸
k1
pn k
pn  kqpn
(11.28.1)
¥
n0n1¸
k1
pn k 1
pn  k   1qpn 1
¥
n0¸
ln 1 1
pl
l  pn 1
and d np1 dq ¡ d pn  1qp1 dq. Hence we have
1 ¥ pd np1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1
pl
l
¥ pd pn  1qp1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1 1
pl
l  pn 1
,
hence
pn 1 ¥ pd pn  1qp1 dqq
n0¸
ln 1 1
pl
l
and thus
apn  1, d, B, 0q
n  1
¥
apn  2, d, B, 0q
n  2
.
Hence the assertion of Theorem 11.24 (page 107) is fulfilled for B  B1  N n0 .
Since Theorem 11.25 (page 108) says that B2  Ø, we do not have (11.24.1).
Hence we have (11.24.2).
We infer by Lemma 11.15 (page 104) that B2  B3, hence B2  B8.
14See [Irl80, 3.6.b.1]
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11.29 Remark15
(11.28.1) is fulfilled for geometric, Poisson, binomial, hypergemetric, and Laplace distributions.
11.30 Conclusion16
Consider l,m, s P N with l   m   s and B2  tn P N ; l   n   m or s   n   n0u.
If
aκp2qpn, d,B
2q ¥ 0 for all n P N with l   n   m,
we have B2  B8 and hence Cp2q  Cp8q.
If
aκp2qpn, d,B
2q   0 for all n P N with l   n   m,
we have B3  B8  tn P N ; s   n   n0u and hence Cp3q  Cp8q.
15See [Irl80, text between 3.6 and 3.7]
16See [Irl80, 3.8]
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